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Significance of the Study
The writer felt the need of such a 8tud7 because of the fact that
Alcoholism constitutes one of the most threatening social and health
problems of modem times. Psychlatrlcallj speaking, alcoholism, either
acute or chronic. Is a morbid state resulting from excessive Ingestion of
1
alcohol or alcoholic compounds. In the Veterans Administration Hospital,
Northport, New York, from which material for this study was gathered, a
number of beds were occupied by Individuals who, if not ravaged b7 alcohol,
might be gainfitlly employed and contributing to the welfare of the nation.
Statistics show that the situation as existing at the above mentioned
hospital is common throughout the countzy. During a six-month Field Vork
experience in Nbrthport Veterans Administration Hospital, the writer saw
the effects of alcoholism as It related to the many physical, social and
emotional probleiBs of alcoholic patients.
In view of the above, the writer thought it worthwhile to study the
role of the social worker in giving casework treatment to the alcoholic
veteran.
Veterans Administration Hospital at Northport, New York, is a 2500 bed
neuro-psychiatric hospital for the treatment and care of mentally ill
veterans. The greatest number of the patients in the hospital are those
receiving treatment for mental disorders of the Schlxophrenlc Reaction cate¬
gory, but patients suffering from alcoholism are also treated. Either, the
1
James A. Brussel, "Alcoholism," Collier*s Etacvclopedia. ed. P. F.
Collier et al. (New York, 1955), I, p. 347
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2
patients here have come to the hospital of their own volition, or they have
been certified by the Court. The physical plant of the hospital is arranged
so as to provide comfort for the patients within the institutional setting.
The setting of the hospital is a protective one for the patients. This
is believed to be one of the ways of helping the patient make the necessary
physical, social, and emotional changes and gains which will enable h^lll to
make a more staisfactory adjustment upon his return to his community.
There is a total integration of all the hospital departments with the
view of helping the patient with his internal and external conflicts with
which he is confronted. It is the responsibility of the psychiatrist to
help relieve the patient of his internal stress or intra-psychic conflicts,
and the social worker is primarily concerned with helping the patient in
removing or reducing outside pressures or stresses of the environment.
accoo^lishing the latter, the social worker provides support, encoiiragement,
and realistic reassurance to the patient to help discover those factors in
his situation which may be potentially useful or harmful to him.
The hospital utilizes the "team-approach" in terms of collaboration of
the psychiatrist, the psychologist, and the social worker, in addition to
any other professional personnel working with the patient. Specifically,
the social worker, because of his knowledge and xmderstandlng of the
patient's social situation, is able to help the medical staff become cognl-
1
zant of the social factors with which the patient is confronted.
The social worker is a member of the Social Service Department
of this V.A. (neuro-psychiatric) hospital. The Social Service
1
Reginald Gary, "A Study of Psycho-Social Factors Contributing to
the Successful Adjustment of 15 Patients on Trial Visit from a V.A.
Hospital" (Unpublished Master's thesis, School of Social Vork, Atlanta
Ifiiiversity, 1952), p. 4*
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Department through case work senrice helps the patients to deal
with their personal and social problems, and also helps them to
make effective use of the other hospital facilities* When
patients are considered by Medical Staff ready to plan for
leaving. Social Service assists them In leaving the hospital and
continues to offer assistance to them while they are on Trial
mslt.
The Social Service Department as a member of the Psychiatric
Team secures material which is used by medical staff In formu¬
lating the report of neuro-psychlatrlc examination of the
patient which is the basis for formulating the diagnosis and
treatment*...^
The Veterans Administration Central Office in Vashlngton, D. in
their directives to local Veterans Administration Hospitals states!
Medical and Psychiatric Social Service in the form of social
study, diagnosis, and treatment of the social, emotional, and
environmental problems related to medical atxady and care and pre¬
servation of health will be provided eligible claimants as needed
dxirlng all phases of such care; while under medical study;
scheduled for, or under, medical, hospital, or demleillary care;
in the process of leaving such care; or following discharge from
active out-patient or hospital treatment or domiciliary care.***^
Purpose of the Study
This ■ sttidy is to show types of services rendered by the social worker
in a Veterans Administration Hospital in the treatment of ten alcoholic
patients.
To this end the following questions are asked t
1* In what ways does the social worker try to help the alcoholic
patient meet his needs?
2* How important is the environment (family, job,community, et cetera)
1
Job Description-Social Worker (Medical or Psychiatric), Social Sertice
Department, Veterans Administration Hospital, Northport„ New York,
May, 1955 (Unpublished).
2
V. A. Department of Medical and Surgery Manual, Professional Services-
Soclal Work Services. "Social Service in Eeiation to Medical Care,"
(Washington, July, 1955), pp. 1-2.
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In the treatment and future adjustment of the alcoholic patient?
3* Vhat types of treatments are given in the total care of the alco¬
holic patient?
Method of Procedure
Data for this study were taken from the records of ten patients hospi¬
talised at Tetez^s Administration Hospital, Northport, New York. Each
of these patients had a diagnosis of aleoholism. Social Service and Clini¬
cal records were reviewed on each of these patients. Interviews with the
patients, where possible, and social workers of the staff were also held.
The writer, in selecting the cases to be studied, asked the members of
the Social Service Staff for the names of those patients who were alcoholics.
These patients were known to the Staff during the two year period selected
for study. Twenty names were supplied the writer, by the Staff, of patients
having been in the hospital between the period from January 19'54 through
December 1955. Of this group of twenty patients supplied by the Social
Service Staff, the writer selected every other name until he had chosen ten
of the gTOup of twenty.
Reading material concerning aleoholism and the role of the social
worker was also utilized.
Scone and limitations
The study was limited to the six-month period diu'ing which the writer
was at Veterans Administration Hospital, Northport, New York. Another limi¬
tation was that the study deals with only ten alcoholic patients. Patients
for the study were chosen without regard to race, religion, or additional
diagnoses. All of the patients were mala,adult veterans, and each of the
5
patients had had two or nore periods of hospitalization in various hospitals
for the diagnosis of alcoholism* Each patient also had an aeeompanTlng
diagnosis of an additional mental disorder*
CH&PTEa II
ALCOHOLISM
I hear nany cry when deplorable excesses happen, Hfoold
there be no wlnei folly1 Oh madnesst* Is It the
wine that causes this abuse? No. It is the intenqperance
of those who take an evil delight in it. Cry rather:
*Vould to Gk)d there were no drunkmness, no luxury.' If
you say, *¥0011 there were no winel* because of the
drunkards, ti»n you oust s^gr, going cai by degrees, 'tfould
there were no nighbl* because of the thieves, *¥0011 there
were no lighbl' because of the informers, and *¥ould there
were no womeni! because of adultery.
- St. John Chrysostom, Haoilies, I
The writer gathers from the above quotation by Chrysostom firom
Haunilies, I, that people tend to tolerate many "vices" until a person,
because of one of the factors mentioned, is involved in some incident which
is called to the attention of the public. Then they begin to cry out: "let's
do away with alcohol, then we can't have such problemsi" But as one has
read,- it is not the alcohol which causes the problem but the intemperance of
the drinkerj, or the lack of moderation in some people.
ffirsh e3q>resses this plaguy problem as follows:
Th^e has been such talk of the^ elimination of alcoholism
euii a ilMdical axui social problma ^thrmgh prohibition. Such talk
is as unscientific as it is unrealistic. In the first place, we
have seme that the precise role that alcohol plays as the
specific cause of alcoholism is not known..••
Alcohol is a fact. ¥e cannot hide lt| we cannot avoid it.
¥e have always had it. And as long as there is plant life on the
face of the earth, we cannot prohibit its existence. Alcoholie
excesses and problem drinking are other matters. Their soluti<»i
lies not in moralisatlon, but in medical research, in treatment,
in prevention, in honest education about how people function, how
alcohol fhndtions - what it can do and does do for human beings.l
^
Jos^h Hirsh, The Problem Drinker (New York, 19U9), p. IS.
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Htstoarleal Data on the Consmnptlon of Alcohol
The consoiqptlon of alcoholle concoctions has been indulged in by nan
for as far back as one can recall* It is probably safe to assume that vhen
man first discovered the pleasui^s that could be derived from fermentation
of ftuita he had no idea it irould one day mushroom into such a problem as
exists today* ffiatory shows us that at most festive occasions^ m in the
Roma Courts^ mai^^ rarities of beverag^^ intoxicating to the taste were
plentiful and desired daring these mirthful periods* Drizdcing progressed
until it became a part of the cultural pattern* liith the cppoxtunities of
imericaf the New Vorld, beokoningf people in all walks of life^ and from
every culture* oaiae bringing with them their ways of life and habits* Thus*
there have been in America all types of drinking habits which have led to
difficulty for any naBft>er of people* The habit of drinking has been with
us since the discovery and settlement of America* Vine probably dates trcn
the delight with which some of our unknown ancestors ate fallmi* fermented
fruit on which yeasts had been living* The discovery of fruit fermentation
was made so long ago that the ancient Greeks* who cultivated wine grapes*
1
believed wine had been invented by one of their Gods* Dionyses*
Beer is only slightly less ancient than wine* A Hesopotanden clay
tablet* wzdtten in Sumarian and Akkadian about 500 years B*C** tells us that
brewing had been a well-established profession l500 years ea^er* An
Assyrian tablet of 2000 B*C* lists beer among the commodities that Noah took
aboard his Ark* Egyptian documents dating back to the Fourth Dynasty -
about 2500 B*G* - describe the malting of barley and the fermentation of
1
Our Smallest Servants* "The Story of Fermentation" (New York* 19$$)*
p* k*
8
b«er» *ELa«* a Chiiiese Sica beTsrage^ vaa a kind of beer and has been traced
back to 2300 B.C. When Colnaboe landed in Central lawrlca> he found that
1
the Indians drank a beer nade from com.
The subject of the excessiw use and effect of alcoholic liquors,
whether considered from sociological, pk^iological cr psyehiatrie p<djxba
of uiew, still provokes much discussion and wide divergence of ojdnion.
Unfortunately moralistic iiq>lication8 have retarded the developnant of a
scimctific understanding and ratimal management of alcoholism. Perhaq>8
there is no group of persons in greater need of understanding than alcoholic
patients. It is estimated that there are about four millioa persMis in the
United States in whom drinking has an adverse affect m their lives in one
way or anothn*. Also at least 12,000 alcoholic persons die each year from
chronic alcoholism. Five out of six alcoholic perscms are men between the
ages of 30 and $$ - tlM BU)st productive years. ilcolx>li8a, therefore,
2
ccmstitutes a major health prohlam.
Statistics tcday show that more and more hospital beds are being filled
with people who are afflicted with alcohi^Lisn. If the programs designed
for helping these people are not iaproved, the figures will continue to
mount.
Tale University scientists estimate that there am 3*7^0,000
excessive drinkers, out of 60,000,000 consumers of alcoholic
^ beverages, in the United States today. These excessive drinkers
^ fall into four birdad groups. First, those apparently *normal*
people who am believ^ to be fme of any eonpulsion to drink,
yet who cmsume more alcoholic beverages than they can handle.
The second gjnap of ^essive drinkem is coaqiosed of the «bo-




Arthur P. Noyes. Ifodom Clinical Psychiatry (Pfailadelpfaia and
London, 195U), p. 183.
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begin with*
The third group is, generslly, one of people ranging fron
sobnoraal or low intelligence down to the feebleadoded* Their
excessive drinking is as meh a eharacteristio of their low
intelUgenee as are the naagr riolations of conventions and civi¬
lised conduct they coandt* In the main th^ are not citable of
doing aigrthing better* "They know not what they do,^ nay well
be said of this group* Finally, there tfe what sight be ciUed
the true alcoholics, or eoagnilsive drinkers*^
The second and third group are abnomtal without reference to alcohdL
at all* Indulgence in alcohol seems to be a manifestation of their undexw
lying sickness* Vhenever th^ come to grips with the law their problems
should be handled not with respect to the alcohdlie excesses but in the
light of their basic difficulties* The fourth group, tbs true alooholies,
are to s great degree, sick pe<^le, but sai^^ of them want to stop drinking
but are emotionally unable to do so without help from others*
Alcoholism as an Illness
TIm "problem* drinker is a subject which has been discussed and explored
Intensively by many people in the medical field in recent years* The general
consensus seems to be that paroblem drinkers are sick people* Mary have con¬
cluded that these pec^le can be helped but must want to be helped* As we
have come to learn, alcoholism is a syiqptom of an illness end not a disease
in itself* It is a sjnptom of deeper underlying personality dlfflculti^ *
2
emotl<mal reactions of varying degrees and types*
A person who must allow himself to be controlled by alcohol, rather than
handling the alcohol, is leaving himself open for many and vaxded difficul¬
ties* One may become so dependent on alcohol for his support that he
Joseph Sdrsh, op* cit*, pp* 86-87*
2
Robert V* Seliger, Alcoholics Are Sick People (Baltimore, 19b9),
pp. 2-3*
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neglects respomibilitles while indulging in excesslre drinking. Natu¬
rally the person's health, faadly, job, and position in the eramunity nay
suffer because of his sxeessire use of alcohol, resulting in inability
to function adequately. Therefoare, in light of this, one can see the need
for helping the alcoholie patient iaprors his condition*
Medically speaking, the alcoholio Individual is ill* SLs abnomal use
of alcohol with its resulting nervous strains and reactimis tend to inter¬
fere with the nomal processes of life and places the whole physical self
out of balance*
Psyehiatrie studies and findings reveal that alcobolisa as an illness
has a psychogenic basis. As previously stated, the exact eanse of alcoholisBi
is yet uaaknovn. However, psychiatrists agree that psychogenic characteristics
are found in all individuals who have becoro unable to eodtrol their exces-
1
sive drinking of alcohol*
The p^faiatrist conceives of psychogenic characteristics as those
fomed in the early eaotional developnedt of the infant and the ofaUd in the
fanily enviroiment* He assunes that psychogeidLe reactions are constructs
vfaieh are as eoeplicated as gei»tie traits*
The above reference to psychogenie characteristics is often spoken of
as the individual's^ "psyehiatxde personality" in connection with sobm defi¬
nitions of the psychogenic eonponent of personality* The psyehiatrie person-^
ality is defined as a total eonfignntion of reactive tenc^usies det«^2iined
by heredity and by prenatal and postnatal conditioning up to the point where
cultural patterns are constantly nodlf^ring the child's behavior. It any be
conceived of as a systeai of reaction pattez*ns and tendencies to reaction
t —
Eobert Y. Seliger, op* dt.* pp* 6-7*
u
patterns i^ipearing 8h<»tlj after birth and going into the life pattern of
1
the individual*
The psychogenic traits thus formed include tendencies to extroversion
or introversion* dominance or submission* optimism or pessimism* emotional
independence or d^ndence, self confidence or lack of confidence in self ->
2
and egocentrism or soeio-cmxtrism*
Psychogenic traits develop in the interpersonal relations of the famUy*
They arise more or less ^ontaneously in. the social interaction of the cMld
with parents and brothers and sisters. The earliest dlstinotive responses
of the child to persons in his social environment may be said to be a
resultant oft 1) his genetic traits* 2) of parental responses to him*
and 3) of special factors in the situation* such as illness.
One finds that the alcoholic patimat very frequently has difficulty in
establishing and maintaining mature* constructive* interpersonal relationships.
In addition* maiy psychiatrists believe that alcoholism is a synpton of an
unpleasant or finistrating period of infancy undergone by the particular
individual iim^ved. Thus* references are made to alcoholism as being
syi^ptcmatie behavior vherein the individual is attenpting to meet sosw other*
3
vise unnet oral need, idJcewise* authorities agree that the itidividual*s
excessive use of alcohol is an eseipe firam a reality situation which is too
U
threatening for this individual to face. The indulgence in alcohol thus
Edvard Saoir, "Personality,* Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences
(Hew York* 193W, 12* p. 86,
2
E, V, Burgess and H, J, Locke* The Family (New York* 19h$)p
pp, 2U3-2U$,
3
0, Spurgeon English and Gerald H, J, Pearson* Baotional Rroblwis of
livij^ (New York* 19U5)« P* 360,
Ibid,
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teiqpararlly obliterates realltj. Okie Bdght then aak, is eleohoUsa not an
illness since it can all bat coknpletely IxaobiliEe the person's eonstraotiye
use of energy* and does iapair his functioning* pliysieally* enotionally*
ani socially*
Treatment and Treatment Programs for the Alcoholic Patient
The program of psychiatrie treatment for the alcoholic patient has a
^basic routine program of actiTS physical exercise* constmetiTe oeet^ational
1
work* agireeable social relaxation and psyelxytheri^y* most of all*
According to the indisldnal patient's need* the Tarious forms of therapy
utilised in the total care of the alooholio patient* at Teterans AdmiBistra-
tion Bospital* N<»rtlq;>ort* Bew Xork* may include axy one or a cosbination of
the foUowing (see Definitims in Appendix) t
1* Insulin Shock Therapy
2* Sleotrle Shock Therapy
3* Chemo-Therspy
li* Psychosurgery (Lobotosy and Topectosy)
^jrdrotheraiy
6* Corrective Physical Therapy
7* (hrocp> Psyohotheripy (done with a group of patients)
8* Individual Psychotherapy (done on a one-to-one basis)
9* Oeot^tional and Manual Arts Theragy
10* Educational Therapy
As in other hospitals treating aleoholle patients* one of the most
desired methods of treatment given* in the above mentioned hospital* was
1 ■
Arthur P* Hpyes* cit** p* 198*
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psTchoth^i^* At Horthport Veterans Adsdnistratlon Hospital naiqr of the
patients received Intensive psychotherapy given by the psychiatrist* In so
doing, the psychiatrist helped the patient understand, accept and face under*
lying factors Involved in the patient's conflicts, emotional battles, and
feelings of frustration, inferiority and disappolnbaests* This Is part of
the procedure to h^p remedy the psycfaio deficit which demands the patient's
1
escape through his use of alcohol*
In giving psychotherapy methods nay vary considerably* However, psycho*
theriqpy in the broadest sense of the word * atteiqpts to change the behavior
psychological means for the purpose of better adjustmmat* It Is, In fact.
In Its most lap<»rtanb aspects q;^lylng principles of dynamic psychology*
There are various ways in which the change can be achieved* It Is not
restricted to the direct treatment of an individual* Hanlpulatlon of the
environment by readlnstment of the faml^ situation or working conditions
2
may have la certain eases an lnpM:iant Indirect effect****
Many times the questions have been raisedt "Is It accepted that psycho*
therajy Is the most beneficial treatment for the alcotollo patient? Are
there not other aids or instruments sometimes Involved? The answers^to
these questions would, of course, be yes* For exaeple. In the Veterans
Hospital, locale for this study, a patient who was alcoholic, on admission
was placed on a high vitamin diet* This was done primarily because when the
person was admitted he frequently had a vltamla deficiency* Thus, during the
withdrawal period, the patient was glyen a high vitamin caloric diet, and
1 ^
Janes A* Brussel, "Alcoholism,* Collier's Bacyclopedla, ed* P* F*
Collier et al* (New lork, 1955)* p«.3UV*
2
- Frits Sant* The Treatment of the Alcoholic (Springfield.Ulincds. 195U)*
p* 67* ■
Vitaadn B Conplex vhen indicated* Thenj unless eonbralndlcated, la saxQr of
the eases, a tranqollllxing drug uas administered to calm the patients*
Another treatment frequentl7 prescribed, d^endlng on the mental condi¬
tion of the patient, vas somatic therapy* Electroconvolsiue as veil as
Insulin Coma Theraj^ had been recommended and used in Bom eases* These forms
of treatinent hams become iii(>ortant tools in psychiatry for the -toeatment of
certain psychotic reactions* However, some authorities feel they are useless
and contraindicated as far as alcohol addiction is concerned, unless an
1
acconpazqring p^hotic condition indicates th^r use*
Antabuse thenqpy vas a drug sometimes used for alcoholic i>atients*
When a patient has taken one to two grams of antabuse within the preceding
twelve hours then partakes of alcohol, he esqperiences within five to
fifteen minutes a feeling of heat in the face* This feeling is followed by
an intense vasodilation in the face and neck, the skin of which may
assume a purple, red oolot^ Nausea begins thirty to sixty minutes after the
intake of alcohol, frequently followed by voadting* The eonsunption of
large aiaounts of alcohol after taking antabuse may result in dissiness aiad
tenqporary unconsciousness* For this t^pe of treatment to be effective,
the patient must have the desire to stop drinking, and psychothers^ must
2
acoosg>any the progren of treatment*
Of prijnary iiqportanee was the case work treatment given by the social
worker enployed by the hospital* Thus, in this study, enphasis has been
placed on social case work treatment in terms of helping the patient return
to an iaproved home environment, or a coepletely new environment in the
^
Frits Kant, op* cit,* p* 81*
2
Arthur P* Noyes, ep cit** p* 203*
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cosBmmLtj*
The social voricer at Veterans JLdmiziistratlon Hospital^ Hortl^ort,
York, is one of the primary sooroes of help the alcoholic patient kncws.
For this reason. It was of paramount iaportance that the penonallty of the
social vorker be agreeable, and that ha be concerned with helping the patient*
The success or failure of this morklng vlth the patient depended to a great
extent on the social worker* s skill In approaching the patient and gaining
1
his confidence* The patient In this hospital was approached by the social
worker with the attitude that the patient's disorder was one of personality
rather than of morality* The euphasls vaa not on the ale<4idllsm per se,
but on the Indlrldual In whom It occurred* If the patient was also diagnosed
schlsophreola, or had another mental Illness, the t<^l^ picture was carefully
Tlewed and weighed*
It was found on more than one occasion that the sohlsophrenle patient,
who was also diagnosed as alcoholic, found it extremely difficult to Involve
himself in a meaningful relationship with the social worker* Therefore, an
Inportant thorapeutle goal In the ease work treatment was to establish a
relationship with the patient to l»lp him become aware of his need for help*
likewise, the social woxdcer helped the.patient to uziderstand and ace^t the
fact that he was free to request help and further sipport when necessary*
Another aim in this direction was to point out to the patient that he might
require further support received through ease work treatment* Therefore, in
many Instances, when the patient left the hospital oh a Trial Visit, the
social worker kept contact with him*
^
Fkdta Kant, op clt*> p* 23*
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The exact role of the social vorker, in rendering social case vork
treatnent to the alcoholic patient, iriU he discussed in Chapter Three*
Possible Effects of Alooholisn Upon the Patient »s Family
The alcoholic patient^s faadly is dei^jiitely an ii^ortanb concern in
his treatnent* In aangr eases the fainilj is consciously or unconsciously,
involuntarily or otherwise, respomihle for the patient's condition. The
family should necessarily be involved because the patient may return to this
environment if it is ecmducive to recovery, or be may need help in severing
relationships vith his family if need be*
Here, as far as the family is concexned, the social worker helped the
family cone to realize the futility of viewing the patient's drinking as a
sin and a crime, and to come to recognize the drinking as part of the pati^it's
illness* The family was also helped to see that thsff should, if they wanted
the patieixt properly rehabilitated, $bmdoa. the folly of pleas and threats
1
of recrimination*
One factor that the social worker in this hospital was constantly
remindli^ himself of, as well as keeping the family impressed with, was the
fact that the patient might sometimes'have reveilles* The social worker and
the family should not lose faith in the patient or manifest an inpatient
attitude* When the latter happens relapses might occur in any phase of the
patient's treatment* The same might also frequently occur in other types
2
of illness*
The family was seen as a facet of help in treatment as the patisdt was
j
Jos^h Hirsh* op* oit* * p* 118*
2
nd.ts Kant, op* eit** p* 75»
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prepazdng to go out of the hospital* The chances for a pexnoanent reecvery
and wholesome adjustment of the patient d^ended largely upon the stability
of the home in which he lived* The jobs to iddLch the patient returned^ or
the new ones to which he went, were also influencing factors effecting the
I>atient*s stability* likewise^ the patiest's friends and constant associates
contributed to or negated his welfare^ by helping to recogniBe that the
patient, most likely, should not resume evm "social drinking** For recovery
fkequOTtly demands abandoning the old crowd, the old job, earlier interests
and sometimes even leaving me*s family » for these are often precipitating
causes behind the conpulsioa to diihk*
. a
The Veterans Administration Hospital, Hortbport, New York, also used
another most helpful resource in the treatment of aleoholle addiction, in
the use of the erganisatlon known as Alcoholics Anaymous* This National
Organisation was founded in Akron^ Ohio, and conducted by former alcoholics*
They have produced many tenporary and Sven prolonged cures of alcoholic
addiction* This program, although weighted with an unrealistic optimism,
has constructively utilised many principles of grovp psychothercpy**** The
organisation offers the addicted person an q^tportunity to escape from his
f<mner psychdogieal isolation, from the feeling that no one really under«>
stands or cares about him and that he eaoEi trust no one**** The opportu¬
nity to talk about himself in the group meetings affords the addicted pesrson
the opportunity for narcissistic satisfaction, for self-e:qpression and for
i
therapmitic eathaxsis*
An Alcoholics Anonymous Chapter was introduced to Northport Veterans
—r-—
Joseph Hirsh, op* cit** p* 119*
2
Arthur P* N^yes, op, cit,* p* 200*
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Adninistration Hospital in November of and has proven to be quite a
useful and therapeutic group since its inc^ion* It also has been partiou*
larly instrumental in helping to manipulate some patients away tram past
1
socially unacceptable behavior* In the mentioned hospital in the llcoholics
Anonymous group, as a staff doctor caioe saidt "Alcoholios Anonymous says th^
can help the alcoholio-schisophrenie patient better because of his need to
2
belong* and it gires them something to hold on to**
The next Chapter will be concerned with social services rendered to the
tea alcoholic patients included in tlM study. Some ease illustratimis
which are designed to clarify and show the results of the services as admi¬




CoDUdent by Sr* B. Tanner (Veterans Administration Bospital* Hortb-
port* New York* during a Social Service Staff Heeting* Janiary 28* 19$6)*
CHAFFER in
SOCIAL SERVICES REHDESED
Characteristics of the Patients Sttidied
This Chapter irill be eonc«med with the social sendees rendered I17 the
social worker to the ten patients studied* Some general characteristics of
the patients will also be presented* It should be noted that the social
worker held contimed eonsultations with the staff psychiatrists on each of
the patients in the study* This was dons because the psyefaiatristy being
head of the "team,* as well, as responsible fdr planned treatment of the
patient, determined who was to be treated and what treatment was indicated*
Gf the ten patients studied each had a diagnosis of AlcoboUsia and six
had an aceompanying diagnosis of schiiopfarenia* The age grocp was from
twentyoseren to fifty-seren years* There were six iddte and four Eegro
patients in this group of all males* Five of the patiexxts were Protestant
and five were Catholic* One outstanding charactoristio noted was that none
of the ten patients were married, though four had been, but were divorced*
The latter fact might be indicative of the inability of these patients to
function adequately in interpersonal relationships* As previously stated,
increasing stress is now being placed on the influence of early interporsonal
relationships within the family^ If these fail to meet the child's emotional
needs or results in the production of attitudes and identifications that so
check, or distort, the development of his pers^ulity, the child will be
ill-prepared to meet the experiences, stresses and responsiMlities of
1
nature personality and social functioning*




Moreover^ It Is foond with slgnlfleant freqasnBy that schizophrsnle
patients f in particular, haw» spent their childhood in enotionally unrhole-
some fandJy settings with unwholesone dynaode interaotioos between the
future patient and parent or sibling. There is a high frequency of abncnrmal
parental op sibling influences. A parent nay have been lost by death. Obe
or both pairents nay hawe been unstable. The oondoination of an aggressively
domineering, perhaps rejecting, father and an oversolicitous mother is not
rare. A large percentage of schisophrenie distuxbances occur in persons who
have been "shut in," and have presented a barrier of remoteness. Xtikevlse
these patients have withheld tbenselves trom spontaneous emotional relation¬
ship with othears and have been unable to confide with relief or with pleasure
in others. Many such persons have concentrated on religious or intellectual
I
interests to the exclusion of social or recreational ones. Hot rarely such
pers<»is nay have early created defmses which Involved avoidance or
restariction of social contacts. The resulting situation has been one of
separateness, self-concealment and psycholi^ical isdatioa within which the
patient has maintained an autonomous inner emotional life. Many such pre-
schisophrenic patients have been inclined to Indulge in vague, autistic
fantaiies^aoM'eipiy aabitions. Becauil^Sf''tii^lr emotional and sbciit mil-
adjustments and inadequacies they have been especially susceptible to
1
schLsophrenic reactions*
The previous statem^its are quite inpozbant factors in this study, as
it was found that of the ten patients studied six has a diagnosis of schL-
sopfarenLo reaction} one was diagnosed as anxiety reaction due to alcohol}
T
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another of the patients vas diagnosed as ps^^hosls due to alcohol; one otl^
bad a diagnosis of inadequate personality, alcohoUsa vith psychotic
Bodes; and the tenth patient had a brain syndrone vith psychotic reactions
due to alcohol*
the patients received Chenio-Therapy vfaile at the Hospital. Also,
all vere helped through the Social Service Department of the Ho^ital*
The ten patients served in the D* S« Amy and all but tvo received
medical discharges for nervous disorders. The length of service ranged Aron
four months to seven years. All of the patients bore evidence of extreme
d^endenoy, but the eight patients who served in the Anqy for only a fev
months shoved a lover frustration tolerance and less ability to adipt than
the two who served their full time. However, in the two instances where the
patient vas able to remain in the service for at least a year or more, the
patients had begun heavy drinking before being honorably discharged. Bv^it-
ually vith these two patients psychoses began to appear and soon after
discharge th^ vere hospitalised. "It is known that an individual who is the
1
victim of alcohol excesses is likely to develop a psychosis.”
Another common characteristic of the patients studied vas that th^ had
an average of 1.8 hospitalisations in the Teterans Hospital whore the study
took place. The hospitalisation period averaged approximately nine (9) months
per patient. The shortest hospitalisation period of ary of the patients
studied vas cme month, and the longest vas seven years.
The patients studied && average of 10.2 years in school, vith one
having conpleted one and one-half years of college, and one other completing
one year of college. AH the patients, for various reasons of failure to
X — ■■■■
Alice and lester D. Crow, Mental H^ene (Mew York, 1951)» p* 318*
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adjust or adapt tbenselves to school^ authority, and other students, withdrew
frcn school either to obtain eaqploynent or enter the service*
Six of the patients studied were "solitary, silent, and serious** It
was difficult for them to participate In adequate emotional relationships
with others* These patients, like many others who dewelcp schlsophrenla,
hawe failed to advance to mature, adult types of social and personal adapta**
1
tlon and Integration* Early parent-child relationships in which hostility
was aroused, by the parents or others, hut kept unconscious by the parent
because of his childhood helplessness, timidity, passivity and subndsaive-
ness was brought out In the histories of the ten eases studied* Despite a
deep-seated resentmezt, the patient remained dependent on one or both
parents*
What of the Oedipus Coaplex as shown by the patients studied? C«:tainly
It Bust have a place in the patlent*s failure or abLUty to adjust* Accord¬
ing to the theories of Fjreod there arises. In the Oedipal Conplex, an atti¬
tude of sexual attraction on the part of the efaild toward the parent of the
opposite sex, and <me of rivalry and hostility toward the one of Its own*
The child Is said to enter this phase at about the third year and normally
works through to the satisfactory solution by the age of five* This oonplex
Fkeud regarded as the central one In the whole unconscious, as the nucleus
of all human r^Lationshlps* From clinical observation It Is ft’equently
recognised that when the Oedipus C<»|>lex Is Inadequately resolved the Indi¬
vidual may inbroject some of the qualities of the parent of the opposite
sex with the result that the development of "normal* relationships.
Including marriage with persons of the opposite sex Is precluded* Familiar
' ''
1 - ' ""
Arthur P* Noyes, op* clt*, p* 366*
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axanples are the adult son vho Uvea vith a widowed mother oblivious to the
charm of women of hla own age> or the young man who falls in love with a
1
woman mnch older than hsi and who in some way resesd}les his mother*
These factors concerning the Oedipus Cooplex can be sobstaxxtiated by
the ten cases studied in that^ as mentioned earlier9 only four attempted
marriage, ending in divorce, and the others have never devel<^ed adequate
heterosexual relationships^ and have never been married* Each of the ten
patients had domineering, overoproteotive mothers and paMive aggressive
fathers* Or as with eight eases the home was void of a male figure*
Social Services Rendered
Zn considering the social services rendered to the' ten patients by tbs
social worker six of the t«a eases studied will be used to illustrate these
services* The remaining four eases oppear in the Glossary* In as xoueh as
so many similarities occurred in each of the cases, it is difficult to select
one to illustrate any parMLcular isolated service rendered* Never-
theless, each ease illustration will shew a particular service, plus some
others, rendered by the social worker*
Gne of the services rendered by the social worker was that of involving
a patient and bis family in case work activity designed to he3p the parentiii
accept the patient, his strengths and weaknesses, and the patient in turn,
to accept his parents* This was done with four patients included in the
study* . Another sorviee was that of Job referrals* Nhen a patieiA was in
need of employment, particularly when necessary for adequate adjustment, the
patient was referred to Vocational Counseling through the patient *s Ward
doctor* Vocational Counseling then interviewed, and if necessary, tested
the patient* Guided by the results of the Interview and test the Vocational
Counsellor nade vhateTer disposition vas felt to be the best for the patient*
The social worker was often called upon to give the Vocational Counseling
departnent a referral concemLi^ the patient’s past eiplograant history* Three
of the patients x^eiwed this service*
Another soOial serrlee was that of referring a patient for Meo3>er>Bq>lay->
Bent Status within the hospital* This employment of the patient by the
hospital was a service rendered when It was felt the paiient heeded to become
familiar with work habits before returning to the coanunity* At the same
timoy this enployment helped the patient to asquire a sense of the need to
budget his monqr* This service was especially valuable when it was felt
that the patient needed a chance to develop interpersonal relationships^ but
at the sane time needed the protective custody of the hospital* A Member*
Employee was paid a salary of $^*00 each month and received hie room and
hoard as well* He was assigned to various duties within the hospital^ such
as with Engineering D^aztment, Food Service^ or otlur details* The patient
could serve as a Itember>&qployee for a period not to exceed <nie year*
However, at ary time during this period his status would be t^noinated if
indicated* This service was made available to three patients in the study*
Trial Visit preparation and sape3rvlsi<»i was another service rendered
by Social Service* This Trial Visit, convalescent leave program was designed
to help the inproved patient to reestablish hinself in the eoBaninity* Ihiring
this Trial Visit period, which was initially granted for ninety days and
subject to extensions up to one year, the patient was out of the hospital*
If a satisfactory adjustment was made at home and in the coaraanlty, the
patient, at the terminatlm of the period could be discharged* A bed was
kept available for him during Trial Visit and he was permitted to return to
the hospital voluntaxlly, or be returned against his will, if he was certified
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Tvo of th« tea patieots reoeLved this service*
Another service rendered viU illustrate the social worker's role in
his atteaiJts to help a fasily ease their demands on a patient* This
illustration also will shew the successful eoepletion of a Maxima Hospital
Benefit Discharge* A Maximna Hospital Benefit Discharge occurred when it
was felt by the Medical Staff that a patient had received all the benefits
to be dolved from ho^italisation* In achiition, this patient had shomi
signs of a good adjustment and a readiness for discharge* Eight of tl^ tan
patients were helped in this area*
The sixth service to be illustrated will be the attenpt of the social
worker to interest the mother of an alcoholic patient in the patient's welfare*
The mother, and other iwlatives, were extremely zwjecting of the patient,
and consequently the patient maintained a lack of interest in himself and
others* He displayed hostility toward the hospital, his mother, and the
world in general*
There were other social services offered to patients not mentioned in
the sttidy* Some of these were Social History taking for purposes of
diagnosis; encouraging ex-patients to seek further support aft^ p^rcho-
therapy if required* (The latter was particularly essential in the case of
macy of the patients who had difficulties micfa as the patients studied*)
Preparing x>atients for Opei^ard Privileges, which occurred when a patient
had shown that his mental condition fosto^ his assuming responsibilities,
was another social service offered* - This patient was then allowed the
benefit of open ward privileges where he exesreised somB responsibility for
his own conduct, attended various activities alone, and in general, was
allowed more fkeedom of hospital grounds* Another social service given was
the recommendation for Leaves-of-Absence* Prequently the social worker felt
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that a patient night benefit front a leave of abaenee, and reccaamended the
sane to the patient*s doctor* Should the doctor approve^ the Leave was
granted to the patient tor ai^ nuniber of days specified by medical staff*
The patient was allowed to go in custody of relatives, or if the ease wazranted
it, in his own custody* Be was eaqpected to return to the tn^pital at the
termination of the specified pe]riod*
The last service to be meiitioned is one which the social worker is fre*
quently called ixpoa to p^form* This service included discussing with a
patient his request for discharge Against*Hedieal-Advice* "Agaimt-Medical-
Mvice** means a discharge granted to a patient against the advice of the
medical staff* ^ these Instances, it was the opinion of the medical staff
that the patient*^ condition could iiqtrove if he should remain in the
iu^pital for farther treatmraxt* If the patient was a voluntaxy patient and
refused to remain in the hospital, and if he was not a threat to himself
or society^ he could sign out of the boSpital Against-Hedical-Advice* Hdw»
ever, if the-patient was considered as dangerous to himself or othnw, or
potential3y^;^dangerous, two outside psychiatrists were called in to examine
the patient in order to reconoend release or commitment*
The Jroll^oidjag will be a presenbatloh d^T^t^ six cases iUusiratiqg
^^es I^f^t^ servioes rendered*
Case I
Hr* A*, a thirty year old white, Frotestart, single World
War XI veteran had two admissions at Veterans Adadnistration
Hospital, Nortfaport* The first time on 12o22-^ with a Maximum
Hospital Benefit Discharge on 1*23-5^, and the second admission
on with a Maximum Hospital B«»fit Discharge on
This vetoran had a diagnosis of Anxiety Reaction* However, the
immediate precipitation factor for his hospitalisations was his
excessive drinking* During the course of his bospitalisatims he
rTCeive^^h^^l^tic tl^apy but ‘did^btioq^ involved with thOg^i^^Work*^^ on each occasion*
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Social Service activity with this patient was geared to help
this patient understand his need for alcohol, and thas, to control
his craving by channelising his energies into less destructive
outlets* The therapeutic relationship with the social worker wais
also utilized by the latter in an attespt to help this patient
accept his parents. Ids own liadtatlons and then to Bake plans in
accordance with thenu The social worker utilized the resources of
the hospital to facilitate the patient's attenpts to find a nature
level of adjustment* The parents were also seen with the goal in
nind of helping then to accept and undesrstand the patient and his
needs through interpretation of the reasons for patient's behavior
with the hope that their pressures on him would thus decrease*
The patient's baok^oond whioh follows is not intended as an explanation
of his alcoholic tendencies, but as an added factor in understanding his
personality*
The parents were narrled thirty-one years ago (both of then
were bom in this country) and the patient, bora in 192^, was the
first child* A sister was his cnly sibling* The mother never was
eaplosred, before or after marriage, outside the hone* The father
had always been a sueeessfhl business man, and for the past thirteen
years had had a very important position in one of the departments of
the civil government of New Tork City*
The father had been a "social dzlnker" for several years taking
at least two or three dxdnks dally* Ee was considered to be
"hcppy-go-lucky" by his associates, and was liked by everyone* At
Ixmie he was a strict disciplinarian, rejecting at times but per¬
missive and magnanimously forgivli^* The mothwr was an enotional,
restless, and nervous individual but meek, iadulgoit, and protective
of her children* The sister was married but after three years the
marriage was annulled* She is now living at bone and helps the
mother with the household ohores*
Financially, the patient and his sister have never been in want*
Th^ attended the "best" scbcx^, wore the best clothes and never
were pressured into supporting themselves*
The patient, a six feet, six inch, 260 pound well-developed
individual, attended college with the sole purpose of increasing his
proficiency in ^orts (football, especially), and after his active
career as a player, to enter the coaching profession* Scholasti¬
cally he was an average student and had no difficulties while attend¬
ing school* While in college he was drafted into the Ar^y
(June 1943) vas dischturged in August 1945, due to a gun shot
wound and a diagnosis of psychoneurosis* Patient returned to college
to pursue his original aaibition but participation in football further
aggravated his service-incurred wound, and he reluctantly left school
feeling that his goal was no Irager attainable*
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The father used his Influeiice in obtaining exoellenb paying
positions for the patient^ but the pattern of heavy driziking each
pay day by the patient led to continuous loss of jobs» forth^
frustration and evestually*oatright conflict vith his father whose
name he forged to checks, which the father alirays hcuiored* At
home, patient k^t to his room when the father was home and never
ate with him* The mother suj^lied the patient with wmey to help
him look for a job* However, such funds were also spent for alcohol*
Strangely enough, patient never touched alcohol in own home
although it was avvdlable to him*
Vhen this behavior continued a friend enccumged the patient to
seek psychiatric help* Patient refused his fath^'s offer of a
private institution and came to Ncurtl^ort Veterans HMpital as a
serviee«eonneeted veteran entitled to treatment* Because of his
non-psychotie diagnosis and the fact that patient presented feasible
plans for tl» future he was discharged* However, when the plans of
raterlng a business vith a friend did not materialise, patient soon
returned to his previous pattern and eventually retarded to the
hospital ccmplalrdng of restlessness and insomnia* In the interim,
the patient had again obtained numerous "desk jobs" tfarougb his
fathW’s influence*
This time, the relaticuiship with the social worker led to
cathartic revelations by the patient vho began to understand that
his conflict and hostility to his father stemed £ron rivalry
between them; a desire to gain status and jurestige ind^Mndmatly
from his father. The resentment toward him father was increased by
his d^endence on his father and by his inability to accept it
although needing it* Many incidences were recalled wherein the father
was the "giving" person, but at the same time preventing patient from
asserting himself and expressing his independence*
Such catharsis led to some awareness of his proKLea and this time
patient made plans around seeking his own job la work he llked-outdoor
with a construeticm firm wher^n he would be in charge of men
(sublimation of his desire to lead and coach others)* This t±m
patient was able to accept "help" from Ids fatha* who introduced him
to the Union official through whom this job was made possible* How¬
ever, patient did not request help from his father beyond the intro¬
duction* He thought he could new "sell" himself to the employer*
This esse is an illustration of the social worker’s role with an alco-
bedie patiest who was not yet deeply enmeshed in alcoholism, and iriio could
respond to a thenpeutle relationship* Basically the patient desired to
adjust to life on a mature and whtdesome level* Such a patient (non-p^rcho-
tic, young, good background, good intelligence) avoided affiliation with
Alcoholics Anonymous* However, he responded to an individual relationship
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vith a professional pmton in the field who coold offer guidance and dlrec*
tlon, concrete assistance through referral to the proper ageiB7« Howereir*
In this instance^ the greatest strength was patients'a desire to change
through an ability to have some xmderstandlng of himself*
The case also shows an exanple of an alcoholic patient who was resort*
log to alcohol as a punlshnent of himself and his family* iloohol was
also utilised by the patlexxt as a means esccqplng bis problems* Vbea the
patient gained some insight Into his Illness and soae of the reasons for
his drinking^ he was able to go out the lK>i^ital with a better attitude
toward himself and his parents* Likewise, the parmts had aeqplred new
understanding about the patient, and felt that they would be better able to
accept the x>atlent In his post^hospltal life*
CASS n
Mr* B*, a thirty-two year old Catholic, white. World War II
veteran, was admitted to Veterans Adninlstratlcm Hospital, Nortlw
Port, on 10-10-^5 as a transfer from a County Hospital* He was
previously hospitalised at Nortl^ort in 192i3 but was discharged
against-medieal-advlee a short time afterwards* The patiexxt
received a Marlmna-Hospltal-Beneflt discharge on l-17*-56 from the
second admLssimi* Mr* B* carried a diagnosis of SchlzopfarenLe
Eeactlon-Chronlc Hnlifferenbiated type, but the imsaedlate pro*
cipatatlng factor In his hospltallEatl<m was excessive drinking*
Since the beglnnixig of patle^*8 hospitalisation he has received
cheao-tberapy and the services of a social worker*
Social Service became invc^ved with this patient dn an atteiqxt
to help him aco^t hospitalisation, and to understand why he has
a need for aloc^lie indulgence, thereby perlmps helping him to
utilise his energy in a more acceptable and useful channel than
drinking* Of paramount ii^ortanoe In this case was the assistance
the worker gave to the patient in making a referral for Vocational
Counseling for a possible job placmsent* It was felt that this
would be of great iaportance In this patlent^s future adjustment*
With this patient other resources of the hospital were utilised in
an effort to help the patient find a auiture level of adjustmmit* The
patient's mother was seen by the social work^ to help her also
accept hospitalisation as far as the patient was concerned, and not
to sign him out of the hospital until he had gained benefit
from ho^ltalisatlon* The social worker also wanted to help the
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aother uidorstani patient ani Me neede better so that those
pressures placed on bin in the hone to conform could be decreased*
Let us then consider the background of the patient in an attest
to better visualize his personality. The parents irere both bom in
GemaEor and came to America four years after the patient's birth.
He was bom in 1923> and is the youx>ger of two children. He had
as his mly sibling, a sist«r. The mother had worked imegularly fcr
many years since the birth of the children, doing varying types of
unskilled wot^. The father had been esplcyed for several years
as a laborer in one of the departments of the City of Hew Xork.
Both of the parents have been considered as "social drinkers,"
having for naiy years consumed one or two beers daily. The father
is eoaosidered easy-going and quite Indulgent toward the children.
Both parmts are considered as being quite permissive allowing the
children to dondnate the family. However, the patient, because of
lack of masculine identification with the father, developed a strong
attachraant to the mother. The patient never received any advice
from the father, as he always left all the decisions to the mother,
even when patient directed questions to his father.^ The mother is
somewhat emotional and nervous and has very little insight into the
patiezt's illness. The patient's sister has been married but is now
separated from her husband and living again in the hone, assisting
the mother with household chores.
Financially, the family has always been able to manage though
they have very little monqr. Deapite this the parents were able to
visit their home, Germaqy, during the summer of 19$5*
The patient ooapleted high school without apparent difficulty and
after doing odd Jjobs around the coemunity for a few years was
drafted into the Any on 3-26-U3* Be made a very poor adjustment
to the service, becoaing frightened and confused. Soon he began
drinking to such an extent that he was hospitalised. Eight months
after his induction patient was back home with a medical discharge
ll-llt^3. Be found it difficult to adjust at hone and was
admitted to Nortlport Hosidtal shortly after his discharge. Being
dissatisfied end frightened by ho^itallsation patient urged his
mother to sign him out of the hospital. This she did, and patient
loft against medical advice. Doling the ^erim patlerit went to a
school (1953-195U) for a course in mechanical drafting. This course
was eoiq>leted but patient failed to obtain esployment in thiw area.
Heanfhile, patient was working nights with the City Park Department
as a laborer. He continued this job after failing to cbtain the job
ho wanted. Iteing dissatisfied, patient began drinking heavily,
became suspicious of his fellow workers, stayed bone from hLs job, had
violent arguments with his sister and her husband. He lost hLs job
and was finally hospitalised after a drinking bout and assaultive-
ness toward his sister.
This time, the social worker was able to establish a relationship
with the patient. A good deal of the time was spent in helping the
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patient and Ida awther to accept hoepitallzatlon befcnre a thera«
peutlc relationship eonld be had* Once this natter vas handled
the relationship graduated to cathartic revelations on the part of
patient vho began to see that through inmatnre thinking ha irefased
to vork and stayed at hoeie* His parents objecting this behavior
pressed hia to go to vork, and patient began to drink nore because
of his own guilt and in an atteo^t to escape the belittling renarks
of the family* The patient also saw vhere he vas cpiite dependent
on his mother and vi^ed to assert himself in an atteapt at inde¬
pendency* But because of his inn^ conflicts^ he vas not able W
successfully aceoapUsh his desired goal*
'•V , • _
Through such catharsis some awareness of hiS' problems vas attained
by the patient and plans were made around seeking a Job in his t
chosen field* This time patient was able to accept help from the
Foeational Counsellor vho helped him vith a Job s^Leeticm* Paident
vas also given referrals for Jobs and vas helped to seleet tho <me
that might prove most benefieial. for him* Patient accepted this
help and felt that he vas ready and confidesitreiioir^ to foUov
through on the Job referral*
This case is an iUustrstion of the social vorker’d rble vith a schizo¬
phrenic patient* vith conplleations due to the patimts alcoholism* ^Porr
tunately* the patient had not become so deeply addicted to alcohol that
he could not respond to a therapeutic relationship* Basically* the patient
had a desire to adjust on a mature level but vas lacking in confidence In
himself* Also* patient bad been so dependent on bis mother all his life
he had never been able to assert hdmself in his masculine role* This
created for him anxiety and frustration vhenever he had to assume responsi¬
bilities expected of a man* .
This patient vas one vho felt that he could not benefit from involve-^
ment in groups* such as Veterans Organizations or Alcoholics Anonymous*
Hovever* he did feel that he could properly utilise assistance from a
professional person in the field vho vould accept- Urn give him thm'
guidance and direction he needed*
Despite the patient *s condition at t^ present tine he did possess
strength beoausei of hi* intense desire t% make an adequate adjustment* It
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was felt that vlth moouragement and SGne realietle praise and anotional
support Tram the neabers of his fainil3r this end maj be realised*
This patient was one who took alcohol to help support his weak ego*
The patient stated that when he felt guilty ^out anything he was able to
rid hiiaself of his guilt feelings and general feelings of inadequacy through
the nediuB of alcohol* The social worker was able to help this patiMxt
beeone Bore realistic in facing frustrating situations*
Case m
Ifec* C*» a forty year old Negro, Protestant, Vcrld Var II
veteran with more than seven years sereiee in the Any, has
had two adnissions to Northport Netwans Adainistration Hospital*
The first adsdasion was on transfer frora a State Hospital
on 10-8>^3* The second adnisslon occuxred on 8-29-55'« The
patient carried a diagnosis of Dementia Fraecox, Paranoid type*
However, the ianediate cause of his hoepitalisatlon was his
raeessive indulg«[iee in alcohol* Nfalle hospitalised at Nortlqyort
the patient has never received any somatic therapy, but has had
chemo-theraiy with good results. During each of patients hospi¬
talisations he became involved with the Social Senriee Departatent*
It was the purpose of the Social Service Department to actively
engage the patient in a relationship wfaieh was designed to help
patient gain an understanding of his drinking and other p^rsonkllty
problems* Also, the social worker was helping the patient with plans
toward moving back into the community* Thwe were a naiiber of
resources of the hospital called vpon for assistance with this
patient, such as Qrocp Theripy, Curative Vorkshcp, and others*
But the primary therapeutic aid was felt to be the Meaber-EiipioTment
Program* It was great]^ utilised in the rehabilitative effort with
this patient* The sister of the patient, who was the only person
willing to assume responsibility for the patient, was involved by the
social worker in vies of tte fact that she, in all probability, might
prove to be an instrumental and ther^eutic factor in the rehabili¬
tation of the patimst*
In giving the patient*s background this is not intended to be
an answer to wty the patioat has alcoholic cravings, but is siqply a
factor which may be iagaortant in understanding his basic personality*
No information has beat obtained concerning the permits of the
patient because of the family having separated for so mazy years, and
no inforswnts have ever discussed the parents to any degree* The
patient was bom in North Carz^ina on % was the youngest of
eight siblings* There is reported to have been no mental (n* serious
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pfagrsical illness existing aaong the other siblings or the parents*
The patient had a normal birth and development aco(»rding to
reports* He was graduated from elemenbaxy school at the age
of 17> after ooiqpleting only eight grades of formalised education*
He vas oonsidered to be a "nice fellow," liked by all, aiid>itioa8,
diligent, and particularly interested in sports* Patient had
very limited heterosexual relationships, caring very little for
girls* He always held odd Jobs and oared for himself, as far as
money was concerned*
Becoming somewhat restless and bored with his day to day existeiace,
patiedt enlisted in the irsy in 19U2* When this tour of duty was
twminated, patient re-enlisted tor another "hitch" on 12-l<4i8*
Shortly afterwards, he became extremely nervous and restless*
Patient was then h^italised for several months in an Any hospital*
This eventually led to a medical discharge for a nervous disorder
on 8-264)9* Patient returned home, wwked around the bouse, and
in general rested* As he felt that his pension from the Qovemment
was large enough to suppoirt him parent didn't bother to seek
employment* He began to be more nervous and started drinking
heavier since this helped to calm him down* Hoirever, this only made
the situation worse and patient was admitted to a County Hospital
on 3*13*52, as he had developed delusional thinking and other
syBptoaatie behavior* Vhen the patient came to Nortl^rt on K}-8-^3
he made a good adjus^oenb, and eventually was placed on Member-
Employment Status on 3*3*55* It was terminate on 6-3-55 because
after two months patient left the hospital axid upon return was found
to be intoxicated*
At the end of M^ 1955, patient e^ressed a desire to leave the
protected environment of the hospital and was assisted in obtaining
enployment at a B^^artment store in a nearly city* Patiexxb worked
thnre for anddle until the "piressure" of work caused him to quit*
At this time he had been placed on Trial Visit* He begad to feel
sick again so he returned to the hospital to be admitted on 8-29-55*
On return, patient was sickly, and had mild tremors of the hands*
He was placed on an anti-alcoholic routine, and alcoholic diet, and
given sedation which again made for definite iq^Hrovement in his
condition*
The patient, having in the past always minimised his alcoholic
problem, began to see why the social worker felt this was a problem
for him* He was given another chance to make a go of things at the
insistence of the wwker that patient was showing some change for
the better and some insight into his behavioristle pattern* He began
to make plana of a realistic nature for the future and thus was granted
Trial Visit* This was done because the patient's relaticniship with
the worker had led to cathartic revelations by the patient wMeh
showed that he was beginning to understand himself and his alcoholic
problem better* Meanwhile, the patient was granted Lsaves-of-Absenee
to see if he could handle his drinking and seek a Job on his own*
With each successive leave-of-absenoe patient began to gain confi¬
dence in his ability to abstain from alcohol* Meanwhile, the social
workeF continued the thera^eatlo sessions vith the patient to help
realise that his drinking iias aetually his escape mechanisa
and a cratch that he vas utilizing beeaose of his basic inadequaoj^
weak ego, and inabilitT* to cope with frustrating problens. Patient
began to feel more confident that with the acc^tanee of his own
notations he would be able to adjust* He also saw that farther
indulgence in intoxicants would only mean farther difficulty and
possible rehospitalization for him* Vith this he began to plan
with the social worker for moving out of the hospital*
As the patient was able to inresent realistic plans for post-
hospital life, and his sister was emdous to have him back in her ^
home, he was staffed for possible discharge* Patient felt that he
was "strong* enough to obtain enployment on his own, and had enough
mon^ saved for a start* Therefore, after it was determined
that he was ready to leave, and his sister and h«r home were con^
ducive for a good adjustment, patient was approved for discharge
effective 2-15-56*
This Case shows the social worker^s role with a patient who was grafted
a Trial Visit on one occasion to ascertain whether or not he could make an
adequate adjustment* As some times happened the patient was not able to
couplets his Trial Visit successfully* However, upon his retuxvi to the
hospital the social worker gained more kmmrledge abodt the patient aixi ease
work h^p given the patient eulainated in the patient's discharge* The
patient showed that he was one who could effectively utilize any assistance
given him race he b^an to see some of what his difficulties were* How¬
ever, at the outset, his refusal to accept alcohol as a problem for fain
caused numerous failures in a program of rehabilitation for him* Neverthe¬
less, continued efforts by the soeial wraker eventually led to an effective
change of attitude in the patient, and his attitudes about his alcoholie
problem underwent a definite amelioration*
The patient, vith the help of the social worker, was zble to recc^nise
his strong dependency needs* He was iMiped to see his mccessivs iidjibing
as an imrealistic solution to his problems* He came to realise and accept
that he had been cutting himself off ttcm almost all outside aid in his
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atteiqpt to beeooe as Ind^endent as possiblo* Eventtially^ with the gaidanoa,
direction^ aad support of the social vorker, the patienxt began to ace^t
help trca other people mch easier vlthoat subjective recrioinations for
his eeaknesses*
This ease is an exanple of an alcoholic patient irho had for several
years resorted to alcohol as an escape neehanisM from the turaoil of every-
diQT living* The patient also utilised alcohol as a tool for self-punishBent
beoause of Ms veaknesses and inability to se^ help when he was in need
of such help* The patient was oonsciously iware that he needed fa^lp but
because of his innature way of thizdcing and solving problens^ and his
d<9endeiioy on "mother figures," he beeane nore frustrated, drank heavier
to foi^et, and withdrew into "his shell" to pfaut out the world and his
probleas*
Case ir
]b>* a fifty-seven year old white, Catholie, Vcnrld War H
veteran, and divorced, was first adnitted to Horthport Veterans
Hospital in 1938* % also had other adadsMons in 19U0 and 19U9»
each tine for one year* Rrior to these hospitalisations patient
had several admissions to a City Hospital for Delirinn Trenens*
Patient has been diagnosed as Inadeqwte Personality nanifested
by unadUptability, pow judgment and chronSn alooholism with
psychotie ^dsodes* Each of the patient*s hospitalisations has
been as a direct result of alcohol intaadeatlon* During the
course of the patient's hospitalisatlQns he has never received
any somatic thsrepy bat has been directly involved with a social
w<»rker on each occasion*
Over a period of several years social service activities have
been arounl hoping him aec^ the fact that his craving for alcohol
has boon <me of the prinaxy reasons for his failnresi to acc^ his
weaknesses and liM.tatlona and to strive to overcome them by mMdng
feasible and realistic plans toward attaining a well-adjusted life
outside the hospital* The family of the patient, his wither and
ex-wife, have been consulted concerning future plans for the
patient* Mention of the ex<^wife always disturbed the patient, as he
blames her for disrupting the marriage, so she could n^ bo Imluded
in any fhture planning* The mother, seventy-two years old, is too
feeblo to care for the patient, and because patii^ wants to r^oain
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atiay tvan her home^ she has not figured too greatly in any plans*
This necessitated planning for the patient to lire independently
of his relatives*
The patient's parents were bom in inerica. The patient greir
up in a hone tom by narltal strife* The father deseed the hcnne
vhen the patient was only three years old* and divorce eventually
foUoved* The patient had no nasculine figure with whoa to identify
since his faths^ left the faailyV The nother is described as a
rather nervous person. She had an over*^oteetlve* natemalistio
attitude toward the patient. She had been the sole support of the
faadly for several years* worldly and scqpporting the household
until she was unable to continue for physical reasons* aiod on last
contact was aged* sickly* and being a^alntained fay tiM Bepartaent of
Public Welfare.
The patient attended school but was left back maiy tiaies* finally
quitting when he was fourteen years of age* having only reached the
fifth grade. This mat have been the result of persoxMlity aaladjust-
went as the record indicates he is of average intelligence. Patient
held unskiU-ed jobs for five years and was in the Amy from 6*15*17
to U*3*19 in a eosibat aone in France. His drinking beeaae excessive
after service* After being a aason's helper he finally became a
bricldaysr and was married in 1921. However* he did not work re^ilarly
and has not worked at all at his trade since 1929. After much aiazital
discord he was separated from his wife in 1931* She brought him
to court for aon-support as late as 1936. His drinking undoubtedly
interfered with his total social adjustment as well as ultimately
affecting his physical and mental condition. He got into mazy drunken
brawls in which he sustained serious injuries and was on occasion
sent tC jail* Patiwtt has had several admissions to hospitals for
excessive drinking. He had several stays at Northport* and his
adjustments on Tidal Tisit indicated he had no ability to control his
drilling and his mother had no influence over Mm. He was again .
admitted to Northport in 19U9 after haying become despondent* tremu*
lous* drinking excessively* not eating and finally having attempted,
suicide;by drinking Iodine. ThC; patient has admitted to frequent
suicidal ideations when unior the influence of drink.
of the patient's ^admissions* hs became involved with
the social worker* He was able to accept; everything except the fact
that; alcohol was a problem for him* : On aeveral weekends when on
pass patient would become intoxicated and .create disturbances. On :
one occasion bad to be brought^^k to.^the hospital for medical
tloh.; The next day he denied havlhg been intoxicated. The worker
cohtlmed to work with the patient around Ms excessive drlhking
a33d other personality problems. The Gouxseling Psychology (Vocational)
section of the hospital found it difficult to place the patiei^ in
fk! job ;situatibn because of Ms driiddng ^^isodes. Thus the social
wOTker recommended the patient for Hember^Employment Status to help
Mm develop;proper marie habits agM:^ And at the same time see if
patient could;: abstain from alcotolie indulgence*
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The patient vas placed on H«Qbei>fiflploynent Statiia on
He Bade a good adjustment, but because of the lack of satisfactory
Beans for spending his spare time the patient's Borale began to
suffer. This finally terminated In his becoming intoadeated one
day and he vas rehospitallsed on 12*30**^^. After that patient
began to feel some remorse for. his past aetlms. He began coBdjig
In to see the vorker vho continued to support the patient vlthout .
condoning bis actions. Patient began to realise that his drinking
vas really a problem to him, and to accept the guidance and help the
social vorker vas trying to give him around this area. The patient
started to talk realistically, and for the first time, about one
day being able to do scMoethlng to help his nother. He also entered
Into dlscusslm vith the vorker about the possibilities that Alco¬
holics Anorymous could offer hla In the vay of help, and in general
changed his eoeplete manner In approaehlBg hid difficulties. Patient
vas able to probe vlth the vorker far some meaning behind bis
dxlhking problem and general behavior.
Patient's apparent "nev" sincerity and desire to become less
dq>endent on the ho^ital, and a desire to attmipt living again In
the community prompted the social vorker to again recommend that
patient be considered for HmDber-Eiqployment Status. When all the
facts vere presented, and patient's conduct In recent veeks vas
knovn, the Rehabilitation Board voted to ipprove the patient for
Henber-Bqployment Status, effective 11-21-5^. Since that time
patient has been making a good vork adjuslaii^ and haa not done
anything to jeopardise bis position, or cause attention to be
unnecessarily focused upon hiB. Be Is continuing ther^eutlc contacts
vlth the social vorker, and at the present time Is still on
Hember-Ekployment Status la good standing. It Is anticipated that
vith the present rate of liqprovement as evidenced by the patient,
he viU be considered plaeedble, vocationally, by the termination
of his one year Ifeober-Biployment Status.
In this case the patient had been alcoholic for a number ef years. &
had qpent several years of fals life - some of the most productive years - in
the hospital because of his drinking. Be vas one vho had utilised alcohol
as a means of coabattlng frustrating problems vlth vhlch his personality vas
inadeqwtely equipped to cope. But during hospitalisation the patient seemed
to have gradually aco^ed, vlth the social vorker's help, the fact that he
could face reality situations vlthout resorting to his alcoholic "crutch"
for si:qport.
One of the greatest means of helping this patient came through bis
being able to become a part of the Member-Ebployee Program of the Ebspltal.
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Despite lils failures at tiaes^ the patient was continoallj encouraged and
soi^ported by the social worker* Eventually the patient underwent a trans-
antation in that there was an anelioratioa of his attitudes» character,
ideals, and srole* Because of this change, the patient was better able to
utilise the social worker*s help, and the HeBber-Eaplpyee Frogran*
Case V
Hr* E«, a thirty-seven year old white. Catholic, single,
veteran of World War U eaate to Veterans Adwinistration
Hospital, Hortlq[>ort, on transfer f^on a State Hospital on
9-2-55* The patient was previously at Horthpcurt in 19U9 for
a few Bonths* The nost recent admission tervlBated with a
modLsna hospital benefit dlschsjrge on 10-12-55* This patient
carried a dlagnmis of Schisophrenic Reaction* Paranoid type,
but excessive drintking was the immediate precipitating factor
in the patient's hospitaUsation* The patient receiv^ no
somatic theri^ while ho^talised at this hoqpital, but at the
State Hospital he reeeiTed electro shook therapy* He was giwm
sedative theripy at Horthport Hospital, and also becamm involved
with a social worker*
Social Service activity with tlds patient was concerned with
helping the patient understand his need for alcohol and how he
might chann^Lise his interests to such an extent as to elimLnate
his desire for alcohol* Also the worker saw this patient with the
idea of helping him gain insight into his condition, as it was
felt that discharge was not too far in the future* Thus the w<arker
was tiylng to prepare the patient for this* The resources of the
hospital were called into play to assist in the rehabilitative
program for this patient in his atteapt to find and adjust himself
on a mature level* The mother was seen therapeutically with the
idea in mind of helping her to understand the patient and his
needs* The social worker also assisted the mother in understanding
her own attitude toward the patient with the Idea that she might
be able to decrease or eoiqplete^ eliminate her dmnands on the
patient*
The background which follows is intended to show the picture of
the family situation, patiezxt's developa»nt and life, as an added
factor in understanding somsthing of his personality* .
The parents, both of whom were bom in this eountoy, were
Harried fcnr iMre than forty years* The patient was bom in 1918,
and was the second child bom of this union* A sister is the only
sibling of the patient* The mother rmnained at home after the birth
of the children* The father was enplcyed as a policeman for thirty
years* & died in 195U as a result of heart disease and pneumonia.
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•Iglit Months prior to retlremmb. The children v«re with the
Mother Most of the tine as the father's vork kept him oat of the
home* The father iras easy-going vith the children, with the
mother being the domineering force in the home* B^h of the
children still live in the home, neither having ever been
Married* It is also said that the mother vas extrenely over-
protective of the children, telling them vho th^ could associate
vith, and making other decisions for them* Thns in this vay, their
heterosexoal relationships mere nevor allowed to blossom*
The patient attended school until third year hij^ when he
beeane bored and his mother permitted him to withdraw* He did odd
jobs around the eanrainity but was dissatisfied with his existence*
On l-l5**bl» st the age of twenty-two, he was drafted into the dray,
and senr^ a good deal of the time in Italy* He was extrenely
fearful of dying so he started to drink to quiet his nerves and
forget his fears* He became very nervous and was hoepitalised for
awhile* Patient was eventually returned to duty and continued his
heavy drinking until his discharge in 19U5# Be finally vent to an
Out Patient CllnLo at a Regional Office, but they felt he needed
Itirther hospitalisation for p^rchlatrie care* Thus patient came to
Northport where his conditi<m improved until he vas allowed to
leave the hospital* He made an adequate adjustment until
April, 19$$ when he vas hospitalised at a State Hospital for being
in a drunken stupcw, assaultive, and suspicious* Be had some
blackouts, and his general behavior of extremm agitation caused him
to have to receive a course of electric shock treatments* He
responded well to the thexvqy and showed gz^t iaprovement*
"When the patient vas transferred to Northport he vas laore
amenable for therapy and became involved vith the social verkw,
primarily because the patient vas anxious for help* The relationship
progressed until the patient began to understand that be vas
resorting to alcohol as a means to attain independency, and to
escape from a dondneering mother's control* He has had an ambi¬
valent reaction toward his hcase vhieh has tended toward rebellion*
His inner conflicts would not allow the coopletion of the rebellion,
thus vas created frustration and led to increased drinking* These
things, through the cathartic relationship vith the social worker,
vere r^ionaliaed by the patient vith the social worker's help*
Because of some degree of insight attained as a result of the rela¬
tionship, patient began to make plans for redirecting his life,
goals, and ideals, once he had left the hoiq>ital*
As it was felt that the patient vould retura to his mother's home,
the social worker involved the mother in ease vork sessions in an
effort to obtain her help in manipalating the envirozmient of the
patient to make it more conducive to a good adjustment for him*
The patient, irtio had been enplpyed by a local railroad for a
naid>er of years, began to think in terms of returnlag to his old job*
He received word that there vas a possibility that someone else would
be given his job, but patient was able to "resell* himself to his
ea|>lo70Z's by way of mallj and was told th^ woild hold the ^db
open until they could interview him again^ after discharge* With
seealng new emfidenee^ patient realistically began planning, azid
for the first time in his life, was able to discuss his real
problems with the family to the extent that all agreed to try and
work them out togethn** The patient was staffed and «g>proved for
discharge effective 10>12-55*
This ease is an exaiq;>le of a patient with a diagnosis of Schisophrenio
Reactiem, Paranoid t^pe* The patient was able to make a fairly good adjust¬
ment until his excessive drinking of aleohdlie beverages became a decapi¬
tating factor* He was better able to accept the group of Alcoholics Anony¬
mous because of his need to belong, and talk about himself* At the same
time, he preferred help on an individual basis froa a professional person
in the field, who could offer him guldame, direction, and support when
necessary* An asset of this patient was his desire to make an adequate
adjustment on an adult and mature level* He was also intellectually aware
of the fact that his personality make up would not pernit continued indul¬
gence in alcohol without e(XQ>lleations of a natmre that would man re-
ho^italisation*
Here is seen a patient who has a weak ego structure* The patient is
one who has found an escape from his real and imagined difficulties by
indulgence in excessive drinking* However, he was aware of the fact that
with guidaxice, acceptance and support from his family, he had an opportunity
of waking a better adjustmrat* Because of the help of the social worker,
the patient was able to accept himself as he was with his strengths and
weaknesses, and move toward a more mature level of adjustment* Due to the
ameliorative attitude of the mother and patient *s sister, it was felt that
the prognosis of this patient was quite favorable in the end* to the
point of gaining help from the social worker the family had shown very
little interest in the patient*a welfare*
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Case VI
Hr. F., a twenty-seven year old. Catholic, white Korean War
Veteran cane to Nortlq>ort Veterans Hospital on 11-17-55* He
was admitted to the hospital as a transfer from a State Hospital
and had a diagnosis of Psychosis due to jacohol. Clouded State.
This is the patient*s first admission to this hospital. The
patient *s excessive indulgence in alcohol is responsible for his
being in the hospital at this tijoe. He was found in a drunken
stupor in Jamary of 195$ in a railroad yard, vbore he had been .
slewing in railroad box ears, and hospitalised din a City .
Hospital. Patient has reoeived no sonatic therapy, but has received
an alcoholic diet, chemo-therapy, and became involved with a
social worker at the hospital*
Social Service became involved with the patient at Nortlport
when it was ascertained that he had interest in nothing. It was
also felt that a social worker might help the patient aeo^t
hospitalisation, and feel that he was there to be helped and not
punished; also, to help him to understand and evaluate the reasons
for his excessive indulgence in alcohol. The worker intended to
work with the patient in an attei^ to help redirect his craving
for alcohol to such an extent that his energies could be utilised
in a more acceptable manner. However, the indmary and most inportant
service the social worker attenpted was that of helping the patient
to acc^t the fact of rejection by his mother and family.
Other resources of the hospital were called into play in an
effort to Instill some Interest in the patient, and stlmolate him to
become more aggressive in his thinking and actions. This was felt
to be necessary before planning for the patient *s discharge could be
acconpllshed. The patient *s mother has not visited the patient
since his transfer to Nortlport, though she saw him once at the State
Hospital. To their written eorre^ondence she answered on one
occasion that she was afraid of the patient and did not want him back
in the home. She has eontimed to refuse to acknowledge receipt of
any correspondence from this hospital asking her to ecame in for a
visit with the social worker.
The patient's background follows in an atteoq;>t to show the basic
personality of the patient, and not as a means of explaining the
reasons for his alcoholic indulgence.
• The parents, both citisens of this country by birth, were
together until the death of the father. He passed away in 195$, and
was known to be an alcoholic. The patient is the youngest of five
children, two boys and three girls. The patient's brother and
sisters are all married and well. Patient was bom 10-31-28. He
started school at the age of six, attenditig a Parochial school. Hr. F.
eoB^leted an eighth grade education, but was a very poor student and
very resistive to learning. The patient began high school but
discontinued his studies to help the family financially. % started
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vorklng as a shlpplag elark, bat later his father helped obtain
a job for hln on a Nev Xork railroad as an oiler* His father had
been enplogred there several years*
The patient ir<a*ked steadily with the railroad as a r^air-
nan until 19^ when he vas Inducted Into the j&ny. In October of
that sane year* Daring Serriee he was In Korea a^ was later
discharged on 2-18-53* Prior to his discharge, while on a forlough,
patient spent all his aonqr beconing Intcodcated, and was absent
without official leave for approxLnately three aonths* In
S^teaber, 1952 he returned to his Cas|> and was court nartlaled, and
sentenced to three nmths In the Stockade, after which he completed
the renalnder of his serriee* After discharge Mr* F* again resumed
his drinking* On 1-12-55 he was found in a railroad yard and was
brought to a City Hospital in an acute alcoholic state* He was
also accused of being a vagrant and 8leq;>lng in railroad yards* On
admission to the hospital he was underproductive, lacked concentra¬
tion, emotionally ^pathetic and dlsln^rested* He vas diagnosed
as psychosis due to alcohol* Patient vas certified and transferred
to a State Hospital on 1-25-55* The previous dlagz»}8is vas retained*
RLs attitude and emotional state remained the same* Patl«nt stated
that he had cMifUots with his parents over money end left bene la
order to avoid them* He admitted dritddng, saying that since he was
seventeen he has consumed on the average of twenty cans of beer and
a quart of whisky every other day* Patient Is hostile towaxd his
mother because she would not accept responsibility for him on
convalescent earej and he remained In the hospital until his transfer
to Northport Veterans Administration Hospital, 11-17-55*
While he was in the State Hospital, the patient's father died
at hone on 5*^*55* Patient requested permission of the lK>8pltal to
attend the funeral, but because the relatives failed to come for him
he was unable to attend* This served to make the patient even more
bitter and hostile toward bis relatives, and also toward the ho^itsl
for not granting him a discharge*
Since being at IIort)q>ort the patient became Involved with the
workw who sought to establish a meaningful relationship with the
patient. Because of patient's hostility toward his mother, and his
acceptance of ho^ltalisatlon as a pnnlshnent and not a re^iUtat-
tive factor, the relationship vas maintained only on a superficial
level with hostility being e3q;>res8ed on every turn by the pabieot*
PatlexA felt that keeping him in the hospital vas of no avail as he
was of the opinion that he would continue drinking once he had been
released f^om the hospital* The social worker sought to help this
patient see that immature thinking like this would only cause further
hospitalization at a later date* But because of his ismiediate anger
toward his vMther, and the hospital, patient said that he does not
partieularly cars what happens to him, as ha feels that no ons cares
for him anyway* This Is patient's unrealistic way of getting "even*
with his mother and society for causing him to be hoepitaOlzed, and
because of his extreme hostility it is difficult, at the present
time, to p«aetrate his defense*
The social worker, realislag patient*! feelings of rejection
hy the fanUj, had attenpted to get the mother to risit the
patient and see the social worker* It was hoped that in this way
her feelings toward the patient could be clarified, and at the
sane tine, she could learn southing about the patient and his
needs* Despite all efforts the family continied to reject the
patient* This necessitated the social worker seeking to assist
the patient in aaking plans for going cut of the hospital,
witbmt inrolwing the family in the plans* Howersr, the patieiA,
rejecting all efforts by tlw social worker, said that he had his
own plans, which he eared not to divulge* He added that he would
live alone, work, and should he feel like it, "stop hitting the
bottle** Because of the patient*! contimed rejection of help froa
the social worker, and others, it was felt that the oontants with
the patient should be temporarily terminated until such time as it
was felt the patient would be more amenable to social ease work
services and thenpy*
This case is an lUastration of the social woricer*s role with an aleo«
hOlio patient who had presented a life*long history of sehisoid behavior*
While intoxicated this patient became a vagrant and slept in railroad yards*
He presented other socially unacceptable behavior when arrested, and has
displayed a facade of hostility since being in Hortl^port, Teterans idmini*
stration Hospital* The social worker sought to help the patient see what
he was doing to Massif ly his excessive drinking* The patient refused ‘to
accept this and tried to rationalise his drinking, spying that he could
abstain whenever he felt the need* Further, he was unable to aeo^t the
cuirent case work or psyebiatrie help offered* This case is also illus-*
tratlve of three othw patients in the stu4y who were unable to ace^t and
use ease work help*
This case also illustrates that not all patients are able to profit
iron case work help* However, as shown in the other nine cases in the stwiy,




The pxwLded a brief description of Veterans Administration
Hospital, Northport, Nev York, f^on vhleh naeh of the naterlal for the stndy
was gathered* It then considered Alcoholisi^ Its growth, and the neeessaxy.
■edlcal, social and psychiatric treat»ent necessary for this condition*
The general focus of the study was on the rol9 of the social worker in
helping the aleohoUc patient sake a more satisfactory ad^Justarat to reality
situations, and In dealing with his social and «Botl<nial probleas of ewexy-
day life* Focus was also geared toward a rewlew of social services rendered
to the patient's faally when indicated*
In sumnatlon of the study one finds that the iaddl^dnei in alcohoUo
beverages has been In practice longer than nan can recall* A Ifesapotanlan
clay tablet, written in Soaerlan and Akkadian about $00 years B.C*, tells
us that brewing had been a well established profession 1500 years earlier*
Long before this date, and since that tine alcoholic Indulgence has grown
with the tines* Today, one night considar "social drinking" as part of
Ansrican culture*
Eaccesslve Indulgence in alcoholic beverages has led to aleohoHsn, a
8yiq;>toeiatle Illness, which has necessitated the hospltallKatlon of eountless
Eunbers of people* IKlth present d«y recognition of alcoholisa as an ill¬
ness, atuoh stress has been placed upon the nedical, social and psychlatrle
treatnent necessary for this condition* The aim of treatment Is on treating
the "whole" persm rather than his Immediate alcoholic condition* Chapter
Two Included the various types of treatments given the alcoholic patient
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today. Because of the psychogenie origto of aleoholisn^ psyohothera^ plays
a najor part in the total treatment of the alcoholie individual*
Social services have also proven to be an essential part of the total
treatnent of individuals vho have been hospitalised for Alcoholism* The
vazloas forms of social services rendwed b7 the social irorker to the ten
patients studied includedt referrals fear Trial Visits Referrals for
H^ber-Enployment statusrecMBmendations for Leaves^of-Absenee, discharge
planning, et cetora*
Seven of the ten patients studied had a diagnosis of Schisc^hrenia*
This diagnosis plus the patientd! alcoholism coiqplieated, or at least, made
social ease vork treatment more difficult* The extent of treatmmxt vas
based on whether patients' psychic conflicts were removed enough, and the
ego strengthened enough, to permit the patient to rid himself of his
alcoholic "crutch**
Because of the stariking similarities of the ten patients studied, only
six wore used in the body cf the study in shoeing the social worker's role
in working with these patients* The rcanaining four eases will be found in
the i^pendix*
Conclusions
(1) While all^ten of the patienta served in the U* S* Aroy, seven of
them were discharged for medical reasons and three had difficulties in
adjusting while in the service* The lattmr three patients drank excessively
while in the Amy and stated that alcohol helped them calm their fears and
anxieties*
(2) Rone of the patients worn able to form adequate interperscmal rela¬
tionships, although four of then had attonpted marriage which ended in
dirorce*
(3) A 'variety of ayaptons of omotional dletresa ires Manifested tfaroogh
the MedluM of alcohol* There vaa alao atrUdng indivldaallty in each of
the aleoholie patlenta* Vhlle each of them vraa diagnoaed aa b^Lsg aleoho*
He, the Immediate reaaons for the alcoholism vazled* Thas» It vaa essential
that the social vorker vork 'sltb each patient on an Ixtdlvlduallaed basis*
(U) Each patient responded differently to treatment* Six patients vere
able to accept a group (such aa Alcoholics Anonymoas)| while four patients
benefited mly from iadlvidnalised theriqpy, or help^i fron a jnrofeaslonal
person In the field*
(5) those eases wherein the patient began to aecqpt the fact that
flight throng the use of alcohol was not the solution to fals e<mfllcts» the
patient was able to show mov«nent with the help of the social worker* la
those cases where some Insight was fostwed^ patients vere better able to
accept treatment In a positive manner* With the patients* gaining of
insight the social worker vaa able to help him with envlromental modifi¬
cation* The latter Included clarifying adwarse famLUal attitudes* les¬
sening dmnands on the patient* helping the faidly to uxiderstasad his needs*
and he!4>ing the patient to prepare to return to bis cononnlty en-vironment*
(6) Each patient showed extreme need of aeoqptance* approval* and
affection* The social vorker* In telplng the patient to meet these needs*
was a means of oontrlbatlng much to the patients* progress* In fact* these
three elements* once shown the patient* gave greatest mosientum to each
patlrat*s recovery* Together these three factors constituted "attitude*"
Therefore* It was concluded that the type of attitude hold ly those persons
working with the patient* his family* and others closely associated with
him* may either exihance or obstruct recovery* Likewise* the patient’s oen
hi
attituda toward hisself* bis oondltion, hla treatoent, hla fa]Dll7y at eetara»
cam condition Ida own recovary*
(7) la aach of tha patients studied^ the indiTiduals showed extrema
d^pandenoj, and had a weak ego derelopnenb* Idkewiae^ each of the ten eases
had very domineering ovaroprobaetiwe mothers^ and passiwe-aggressiva fathers»
or no fathers in tha home for masculine identification* ¥ith these patients
the soeial worker triad to help them meat some of their neads^ and make
nora satisfactory interperscaaal relationsldps*
It was ooncluded that for ease work treatment to be soocessfal^ the
patient most hare a desire to get well* likewise^ in those instanees wherein
tha patients were able to adjust outside of the hospital^ there were evi¬
dences of acceptance, approval, and gamine affection on the part of tha
patient's family* Four of the patients included in the stud^ were unable
to make satisfactory adjustntents outside the hospital, and in each instance
the patient was rejected by his iamiediate family* Moreover, each of these
patients had been readmitted to the hospital two or more times with a
diagnosis of alcoholisau
From a more positive standpoint, the study revealed that with the help
of the soeial woxker, six of the patients showed much improvement and did
make satisfactory adjtistments outside the hospital*
In the latter instances the social worker's role was one of helping the
patient gain awareness of his limitations and strength, helping him gain a
new feeling of belonging, and a sense of well-being through helping with a
definite plan of pursuit for the future* In addition, the social worker
helped the family and relatives to change unranted attitudes toward the
patient, and to better understand him* These forms of treatoent, plus
apprrpriate referrals to other agencies, helped the patient make a more
satlsfaetery adjastawnt in the ceeBsmltj. Since the extent of the patients
adjustnent in the eewnanitj was not ascertained Aron the study, a follow>tq>
study night he nade to determine the extent of the effeetlTeness of ease
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Ifr* G«9 a thlrty-seTsn year old Negro, Protestant, single,
World War II veteran, had three admissions to Veterans AdadnLs*
tratlon Hospital, Noril^Kirt* The first tine'on 7-3*52 with a
maxiaim hospital benefit discharge on after several
attespts at Trial Visit failed* The second admission in JSaj
of 1955 sas a aaxlBam baiefit discharge on 6«22-55* The third
admission vas on 12-6-55 with discharge on 1-20-56* This patient
carried a diagnosis of Dementia Praecooc, Paranoid type* Bcwever,
the ianediate precipitating factor for all his hospitalisations
vas his excessive indolgeiKe in alcohol* Be was previously
diagnosed as alcoholism, chronic, severe with psychotic reaction*
During the course of his hospitalisations the patient received no
somatic therapy, but on each occasion, was involved with the social
worker* There was an effort by the social worker to he:^) this
patient nnderstand Ms abnormal craving and need for alcohol and
how, if he hoped to make an adequate adjustment to the eomiunity,
he would have to leazti to thirart his aleoholle desire and channelize
his energies into less destructive outlets* During each of the
patient *8 hospitaliz|tion8 efforts were directed toward hel|deg
him accept his limitations and learn to work with them* Hcwever,
becanse of his need to manipulate everyone, and his attitude that
"the world oses me a living," he was unable to {uroperly utilise the
case work process*
Becanse this patient coritinoally created such a challei^e other
resources of the hospital w«re called into play, thus the "team"
approach had to be utilised at its best* However, patientfs own
a^ivalence about what he wanted to do always interferred with the
plans* And whenever he was sent out for an interview with a prospec¬
tive enplc^rer, or while on Trial Visit, patient would always return
to the hospital very intozioated, but always penitent* The mother
of the patient was seen in an effort to ease and eliminate, if
possible, the fear ai»i hostility that she held for the patient* It
was known that a good deal of pressure was placed on the patient in
the home and the social workw sought to he^ the family understand
the patient bettcnr, as well as his needs, so that in this way
perhaps the pressures on him would subside*
The patients's background follows not as an effort to show his
alcoholic tendencies, but to gain some idea.of his basic personality
and familial background*
The patient was bom in 1918 and was the youtigest of four siblings,
two boys and two girls* His father died when he was four years old,
which necessitated breaking up the h<»ie in order for the mother to
work outside the home* The patient lived with an Aunt until the age
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of s«Y«n, at which time the faxdly was finally reunited.
The Bother has been aarried three tiaee, the first two
husbands having died, and the third lost through divorce*
She has been crippled recently by arthritis, and cannot
get around too well* The Bother, who soBetiaes takes an
occasional drink, appears soaewhat Intelleetual, but quite
nervous and tense* She had been very controlling with the
children and possessed with positive attittides as to a
code of behavior they had to follow* The aarltal status
of the other siblings is unknown, as well as who is living
in the hoae*
The patient had no difficulty in school until he was
in Junior High school, at which tlae, at age thirteen, he
began truancy and drinking* He was later sent to a
boarding school by the faally and had one year of college
where he Bajored in physical education. Because of his
continual dxlnking and habitual fights he had to leave
school* He served in the Aray froB 4*’25-41 to l->20>47 at
which tine he was discharged for Bental Illness* Patient's
first hospitalisation occurred in 1947 as a result of his
drinking iodine* He Bade good ijqpresslons while in the
State Hospital and was granted several Trial Visits, but
was returned because of alcoholic bouts* He was finally
discharged froB the hospital in 1950* But continual
drinking, hassles with the family, and a fight with a
brother pro]q>ted his coBBitBent again to the State Hospital*
This time he said he wanted to be away from the Influence
of the family, and eventually he went on Trial Visit in
January 1951f but returned in April of the same year* Another
Trial Visit was granted in November, but only lasted seven
days for the sane reason that other Trial Visits failed,
alcoholic bouts*
This same pattern continued even after patient's initial
inception Into Veterans Hospital, Northport* Several
attenqpts to rehabilitate him failed and led the medical
staff to conclude that the patient's basic personality had
become distorted by hate and resentment, by extreme
dependency, by lack of drive, and by paranoid ideas
(believing everyone was against him, world owes him a
living, ets*), and that alcohol was now becoming a secondary
problem* They felt to give up on the patient was a reality
because of his attitude, and the fact that he didn't feel
himself that he could give up alcohol*
The patient eventually left the hospital only to return
for help again on 4^30-55* Social Service again attempted
to help the patient cope with his basic personality problems,
with the cooperation and guidance of the psychiatrist, as
well as his alcoholic problem* The mother was again drawn
into the picture in a more intense manner, as it was felt
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that becatisa of patient*8 extreme need for familial identlfl»
cation she would become most therapeutic. The mother was
eventual!/ convinced that she could be of some benefit, and
said she was willing to take the patient back into the home.
Vlth this "acceptance,” patient began realistic planning for
the future. The patient was eventuall/ granted maximum hospital
benefit discharge in the custod/ of his mother on 1-20-56. It
was felt that in order for this patient to make a satisfactory
adjustment he would have to have behind him a strong, suppoirtlve,
and accepting family. If he is able to obtain this, as the
mother felt he would have, patient may find life sufficiently
pleasant and rewarding that he will not need to escape tmpleasantness
by resorting to drink.
This ease is an illustration of the social worker*s role with an alco¬
holic pati^t who also had a basic personality problem, but at the same
time functioned adequately when he could abstain from intoxicants. The
patient was in great need of parental support and male Identification which
he never received, and because of his basic frustrations began drinking at
the tender age of thirteen. This may have been due in part to a belief
that he would be considered manly and adequate. However, in the end, the
patient seemed to tmderstand that his drinking was because of many factors,
some of which were his fear of people, insecurity, low frustration,
tolerance, immaturity and resentment of his dependency on women. The patient
felt that with support he cotild work on these areas and perhaps overcome
them through greater understanding of himself.
This case also depicts or shows an alcoholic patient who also had his
personality damaged early in his childhood. Perhaps this came about during
the several tra^lmatlc separations from the family due to his father's death
when he was four years old| the lack of love and parental guidance; resent¬
ment over his father having "deserted" him when he was only four; and the
permittance of heavy drinking when he was only a youth. But despite all
this, it was felt that should the patient utilize the help being offered
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him, his personality may again develop to the extent that he will no longer
need to use alcohol as an escape from reality.
Case VIII
Hr. H., a thirty-one year old Negro, Protestant, divorced
¥orld War II veteran, vas admitted to Northport Veterans Hospital
on 9<>8-55> and received a Maximum Hospital Benefit discharge
on 10-28-55* This veteran had a diagnosis of Schizophrenic Beactlon,
Paranoid Type. However, what brought him to the notice of the
hospital vas his excessive Indulgence In alcohol. This, combined
with collapse from working around hot furnaces, caused his
hospitalization. During the course of We, H.'s hospitalization he
received only ehemo-therapy, not being exposed to somatic therapy,
and Involvement In case work treatment with a socleJ. worker.
The social service activity with this patient vas geared
toward an understanding of his major problem - alcohol, and how
to go about controlling his need to drink. Also, activity with
the patient vas around an understanding of his convulsive work
habits. The therapeutic relationship vas utilized by the soclcQ.
worker in an effort to help the patient see himself In a more
realistic light and to decide on a feasible and realistic plan for
the future which would make for a more adeqtiate adjustment. In
seeking a matiure level of adjustment for patient many of the
resources of the hospital were called upon, which helped facili¬
tate the plans as devised. Because of patient's parents being la
other areas of the country two cousins with whom patient has been
living were called upon to assist in planning for the patient.
As It had been revealed that patient would continue to live with
the cousins, out of mutual consent, the cousins were seen with
the goal in mind of helping them better understand the patient
and his needs through interpi^etation of his behavior and reasons
for same. This vas done In the hope that they would be able to
offer the patient support, but would not hanver his striving for
Independence.
In order to understand the patient and his personadlty
some background material Is given heret
The parents were never married to each other, and never
had much of a life together. Out of this relationship the patient
vas bom in 1924. His mother later married another man and pre¬
sented the patient with five half-siblings, the oldest of which
Is six years younger than the patient. The mother currently
lives in North Carolina and Is employed as a domestic worker.
The patient's father is reported to be an electrician living In
New York City.
The father is supposed to have been a heavy drinker, and
possibly having common-law-wives in two states, Nbz*th Ceo'olina
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and New York. As to the type of disciplinarians he or the
Bother were is undetermined, as patient was brought up by his
maternal grandparents who ax« now deceased.
The patienty who is a tally handsomey well developed young
Ban had only eight years of formal education. Howevery it is
felt that he is ambitious and has a creative mindy according to
his cousins. But because of lack of financial support he was
unable to further his educatlony which has somewhat han^red and
perturbed him to a great degree. He was drafted into the Army
in July of 1943 and discharged medically in July of 1944y and
service connected. When patient came out of the service he was
employed in a laundT7y but this proved quite dull and offered
no challenge. Thus, patient took an examination to become a
fireman in the Hew York City school system. Howevery patient
became dissatisfied with this particular job because his employer
was rigid and placed unreasonable work demands upon him. It was
during this period that patient was indulging in excessive amounts
of alcohol which sosmtime incapacitated him for his worky and
eventually led to his collapse on the job.
Because of the collapse on the job patient was sent to a
private hospltaly where it was claimed he became disturbed and
struck a nurse. Because of thisy he was transferred to a City
Hospital for observation. This led to his eventual hospitalization
at Noirthport Veterans Hospital. Patient denied the incident of
striking the nursey but admitted to not being able to recall it
if he did it.
After the patient came to this hospital he entered enthusi¬
astically into a relationship with a social worker in an effort
to understand his behavior. Through the relationship with the
social workery patienty through catharsisy was able to learn
that he made an adequate adjustment until he started to drink.
Alsoy he accepted the fact that even a small amount of alcohol
frequently leads him into dlfficultyy particularly with the law.
He was helped to see that he usually resoi:*ted to alcohol whenever
he was confronted with a problem and this was his mechanism of
escape*
Continual therapeutic talks with the patient around these
areas of difficulty led to some insight and awareness on his party
to such an extent that patient was able to verbalize how the
alcohol had been a decapitating factor in many of his endeavors.
He was eventually able to accept the fact that he could now face
reality situations and problems without resorting to drink.
Patient also felt that when confronted with a problem in the
future he would be able to verbalize and rationalize his problem
with someone who could help hlmy and then he would not have to
seek out his alcoholic mechanism of escape.
The patient was finally able to initiate on his own an
interview for a job placement in different surroundings from his
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prior employment. He was reasoiaably assured that he would be
hired as he was able to convince a potential employer of his
merits.
This case is an illustration of the social worker's role with a patient
diagnosed as Schizophrenic Reaction. Paranoid Type. The patient could
manage fairly well on the outside until he Indulged in alcohol. The
patient was not too deeply enmeshed in alcohol. He was able to respond
easily to a therapeutic relationship because he desired most of all to make
an adequate adjustment to life as a mature adult person. This is another
of those patients who did not feel he was in need of affiliation with
Alcoholics Anonymous, but he did irespond exceptionally well to an individual
relationship %dLth a professional person who was able to give him guidance
and the relationship established with the social worker during hospitali¬
zation was the greatest benefit received by him. He felt that because of
the relationship, he was helped to a much better understanding of himself,
and why he drinks.
This ease is not that of a person, as mentioned befoxm, deeply enmeshed
or Involved in alcoholism, but of a person who had resorted to alcohol as
an escape mechanism from the dally rigors of living. The patient also had
a need to bleme and punish society whom he felt had not given him a chance
to make good.
Case U
Mi*. I., a forty-five year old, white. Catholic, divorced
veteran of World War II, was first admitted to a mental hospital
six 3rears ago; Since that time he has had several admissions.
His first admission to Veterans Administration Hospital, Northport,
New York, was on 12-5*54 on transfer from a State Hospital.
Patient lud been diagnosed as Chronic Brain Syndrome, due to
alcohol with psychotic reaction. Alcohol was the immediate pre¬
cipitating factor in each of the hospitalizations of this
patient.
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The social service activities with this patient revolved
around trTlng to help him understand himself and his behavior*
The prlmaiy resource utilized with this patient vas a cathartic
relationship with a social worker, and other members of the
"team*" Also, other resources of the hospital were called upon
when milieu therap7 vas attenpted with the patient* It vas
through these means that It vas felt patient might respond and
grow to a mature level of understanding, and his feelings of
Inadequacy might be lessened. The relatives were also seen with
the hope that with understanding of the patient and his behavior
they might better fit Into future planning for him*
The patient's background followst
The patient vas bom In this country In 1911* He vas the
first of four siblings, two girls and two boys, all living and
veil except for patient's brother, who Is blind. The parents are
both deceased. The mother passed away In 1933 of cancer of the
stomach* The father died In 1951, after a prolonged Illness,
from cirrhosis of the liver*
The parents were said to have been easy-going and not rigid
or strict people. Both parents shared la disciplining the children*
They were thoxight of as being "model” parents. The father vas
employed as a blacksmith and the family vas In the lover-middle
class strata. There vas never a separation of parents and children,
and the patient did not appear overly attached to either parent,
but had a good relationship with both*
The patient, and siblings, all had difficulty with their
studies In school, but managed to pass. However, the patient left
school In the eighth grade having to assist the family financially*
He vas married at an early age, approximately nineteen years, and
one child vas bom of the union. He Is now divorced from his wife
and has been for several years. Patient vas drafted Into the
service on 4-20-42 and discharged 8-24*^ because of a nervotis
condition*
After his return from the service patient began to show more
and more signs of an unstable personality. He began to drink
heavily, and Job situations, particularly when he vas given
responsibility, becfme more fmstratlng to him. This led to his
eventual Inability to hold a Job* Patient becfme mom Inadeqiiate
and fearful of his ability and thus drove himself with drink to
the extent that about seven years ago he became an obsessive
drinker* Because he began hearing voices after dzdnklng, and
later made an attempt at suicide, he vas hospitalized*
The patient throughout most of his life Is reported to have been
Irresponsible, but a "real good hearted Joe." He vas easy to get
along with, except vhen dxomk, and always left msponslbllltles and
decisions to the other siblings. It appeared that patient had never
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gotten over a frustrating marital situation. He presents a
facade of independency which seems to be due to actual inability
to assiune responsibility and to Insecurity stemming from,early
childhood. Because of a desire to care for himself independently^
patient has always disliked being told what to do. As a result
he became a compulsive worker, doing eight hours work in six.
This left him extra time, and thus he was given more work to fill
his time. This created hostility within patient which he
stifled. Thus he would quit his Job rather than involving himself
in discussions of personnel practices, or other matters, with
those in authority.
With an understanding of the underlying problems of the patient,
the social worker undertook the task of involving the patient in
a cathartic relationship. The patient, who was seeking an ;mder>
standing of himself, was always cooperative and relevant. He
freely admitted that he was an alcoholic, but thought that he was
now ready to face reality again without having to again indulge
in intoxicants. The worker, with other "team* members, felt that
the patient was not yet ready to move back into the community, and
thus he was recommended for Member Employment, as an aid or
stepping stone for the patient to prove that he could lecan work
habits, and at the same time abstain from alcohol. Also, as
patient's plans for employment were unx*eallstic it was felt that
the Member^Employment program could act as a spring board to give
the patient more of an oppox*tunlty to plan for community es^loy-
ment, and he would also be exposed to milieu therapy at the tiro
he is in the hospital community.
The patient was able to accept the proposed plan with some
degree of foresight, and was placed on MembeivEmployee Status.
The social worker continued to work with the patient toward
understanding himself and his problems, and to make plans for the
future. Patient began to negotiate, on his own, plans for living
independently outside the hospital, and plans for employment. He
began to pressure for his release, and because of his ability to
save his funds, his excellent work record, and commendations by
his supervisors and fellow employees, the patient was eventually
considered for discharge.
Because his siblings felt that they would be able to raider
any assistance to the patient he might need, and patient's con¬
fidence he would experience no difficulty he could not handle on
a new Job, he was discharged. Maximum Hospital Benefit. He has
been out of the hospitsil for a year at the present time, which
is for a longer period than at any time since his first hospita¬
lization.
This ease is an illustration of the sociel worker's role with an obses¬
sive patient. The patient was one who could respond to a therapeutic
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relationship because of his desire to attain maturity and independence. The
patient affiliated himself with the organization of Alcoholics Anonymous
because of its atmosphere of "belonging to a group^" The fact that the
patient had a need to belong, and at the same time, had enough ego-strength
remaining to seek and use guidance and direction on an indlridual basis as
veil, helped contribute to his improvement. Should the patient receive the
continued support, acceptance, and affection from the family that he sorely
needs, it is felt that he will gain in ego strength, and eventually will be
able to maintain a satisfactory adjustment outside the hospital.
Case Z
Mr. cj-., a thirty-three year old, Fegro, Protestant, World
War II veteran came to Nbsrthport Weterans Administration Hospital
on transfer from a State Hospital on 12-8-55. He received a
Maximum-Hospital Benefit discharge on 2-1-56. This veteran had
a diagnosis of Schizophrenic Beactlon, Paranoid Type. Despite
the diagnosis the immediate factor contributing to his hospitali¬
sation was excessive indulgence in alcohol. The patient had a
history of hospitalizations going back to 1948. During these
hospitalizations he never received any somatic therapy, but was
Introduced to chemo-therapy as a tranquillizing agent. It was
also diuring his last hospitalization that the patient really
became involved with a social worker. Social Service activity
with the patient dtiring the last hospitalization vas geared
toward helping the patient understand his need for alcohol, and
how it votild tend to continually lead him into difficulty if he
could not channelize this energy into moiTe acceptable pursuits.
The social worker did not utilize many other resources of the
hospital in the treatment of the patient because of inability to
stimulate his intewst in activities. The "wife" (common-law)
of the patient vas involved in the treatment process because of
her apparent interest and deslza to help the patient. She was
seen to help her better understand the patient and his needs, and
why his behavior was as is, so that she could better be prepared
to assist him in his futxire adjustment.
The following is a portion of the background of the patient,
but is not given to show the reasons for his drinking, but as an
added factor in understanding the personality of the patlentt
The patient's parents veza wed several years ago in Hbrth
Carolina. Of this marriage there were four siblings bom,
patient being the second oldest child. There is no information
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available about the background of the parents, except that the
father is deceased. The mother continues to live in North
Carolina, and is an invalid. Thei*e are three of patient's
siblings living in the home with the mother. However, it is
known! that the mother was quite indulgent and somewhat per¬
missive of the children. The patient began to experience
difficulty early in his teens because of engaging in petty
larceny. This caused his arrest and the beginning of a delin¬
quency record.
Patient was inducted into the Army and served from 12-8-42
to 5-6-44* He began heavy drinking in service and had an accident
with a truck, claiming a head injury. His drinking Increased
until he began experiencing Deliriim Tremens. This subsequently
led to a reported history of grand mal epileptic attacks, but
none were ever seen while he was hospitalized. Upon being dis¬
charged in 1944, the patient came to live in Hew York, and was
married. There was a daughter bom of this union, but because
of the patient's inability to abstain from alcohol, beating his
wife, worry and suspiciousness, the wife concluded the marriage by
leaving the patient.
The patient's hospitalizations began in 1943 when he went to
a Veterans Hospital because of an alcoholic stupor. He was first
admitted to a State Hospital 5-19-50 because of hostility, rest¬
lessness, and alcoholism. On 11-16-51 patient was arrested for
assaxilt and robbery (he has been arrested on frequent occasions
for minor offenses, and once was in Sing Sing prison) while intoxi¬
cated. He is at the present time on parole from a state prison.
The patient began his parole status in 1953, and did fairly
well until 8-10-55 when he was admitted to a County Hospital as
a result of being confused, anxious and Intoxicated. He was
transferred to a State Hospital, from where he came to Northport
on transfer on 12-8-55*
Vhlle at this hospital patient was quiet and lethargic. It
was difficult to establish a relationship because patient was
resistive and suspicious. Some other staff personnel having
contact with the patient felt that it would be quite difficult
to treat the patient unless his resistance could be removed. He
would not cooperate with the hospital routine, preferring to sit
around doing nothing all day. The social worker continued his
efforts to establish a relationship with the patient. Gradually
the patient's resistiveness and hostility subsided until a
meaningful mlationshlp was established. This eventiially led to
cathartic revelations by the patient that his conflict and hosti¬
lity seemed to stem from the fact that he felt that no one would
believe in him, that he could not seem to mature to a level of
usefulness in the community. He eventuedly accepted the fact that
he had never really given anyone a chance to accept and help him,
because he was always suspicious of others' intentions, and therefore
presented a facade of hostility*
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Patient said that while on parole he decided that he would
Improve his atatus, and began a good adjustment. But then he
received a telegram from his mother in Horth Carolina requesting
his presence during an as^utatlon of one of her legs. His parole
officer was out of town, so he saw the assistant parole officer
who refused his request. This upset the patient, he quit his Job,
and began an alcoholic episode. During this time he had alread7
began a relationship with his common-law wife. She saw him
becoming quite hostile and tmmanageable, thus she had him to go
into a hospital. This was on 8-10-55» and eventuallj led to his
coming to this hospital.
Through catharsis with the social worker patient was able to
attain some awareness of why he always x^sorted to alcohol in
tension provoking situations. Whenever confronted with a problem,
patient, not knowing how to tactfully seek help, always demanded
that others help him. When he was refused he would become frustrated
and angry, and attempted to solve his dilemmas the only way he
knew how -through alcohol.
With this new awareness, and realization that the social worker
wanted to help him, the patient began to accept the hospital routine,
participating in all phases of prescribed activities, performing
ward tasks, and in general more friendly toward others. With gradual
acceptance of others he was able to relate to people much better.
Eventually patient was able to negotiate on his own for a Job, and
housing, for when he was to be discharged. Patient became B»re
realistic in his thinking, and made very realistic plans. He also
showed some awareness of the fact that he cotild no longer indulge in
alcohol for solving problems. As patient had evidently benefitted
by the hospitalization and relationship with the social worker and
other "team" members, he was finally able to go out of the hospital
with a maximum hospital benefit discharge.
This case is an illustration of the social worker's TOle with a patient
with a basic personality defect, but who could manage fairly well if he
refrained from the use of alcohol. Because of patient's desire to adjust
on a mature level, he was able to accept the guidance and direction of the
social worker. The patient was able to maturely make arrangements to
become affiliated with an Alcoholics Anonymous group in his community, and
to inquire about other agencies of help in the community. In this case,
the patient was handicapped by his inability to reach out when necessary,
despite his desire to redirect his life and gain a better understanding of
himself.
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This Is another example of a patient with a schizoid personality com¬
plicated by alcoholism. The patient vas helped to control his excessive
drinking and vas able to move back into the community. If he continued to
abstain from alcohol, he should make an adequate adjustment. This patient
seemed to be using alcohol to bolster his courage and help him rationalize
better. However, instead it only served to con^licate matters more, making
his decisions all the more unrealistic. These decisions U8^lally ended with
the patient's committing a crime, being isprlsoned and subsequently
committed to the hospital.
APPENDIX C
DEFINITIONS
SCHIZOPHKENIA (SchlEophrenlc Reaction) - disturbances developing in parti¬
cular constitutional types and expressed in vague, autistic
fancy, projections, passivity, paranoid systemization, formal
disozders of language and behavior, incongiruity of affect and
BOtivlty disturbances (Adolph Meyer) •
INSULIN SHOCK THERAPY - A treatment whereby insulin is administered intra¬
muscularly to patients in doses sufficient to produce hypo¬
glycemic shock. It does not produce a permanent ciire in
schizophrenia, but in some cases, it probably effects
remissions that might not otherwise occur. (Arthur P. Noyes).
ELECTRIC SHOCK TRIATMENT - A treatment which produces convulsions by elec¬
tricity. The *dose" of electricity, applied by electzrodes
placed to the temples, must be detezmined by the convulsive
threshhold of the individual patient. Applications may
range from 70 to 130 volts continuing from 0.1 to 0.6 seconds.
The gz^atest usefulness of this tz^atment is in depz^sslons.
Its most frequent use, therefore, is in the treatment of
involutional melancholia and of the depressive phase of
manlc-depzessive psychosis. (Noyes)
FSYCHOSURGERY (Lobotomy) - An operation where there is a severance of the.
thalas»frontal radiation in such a manner that the enntional
component of the neurosis or psychosis can be z^duced to the
point where the ideas no longer dominate the behavior of the
patient. (Noyes)
HYDROTHERAPY - The treatment of disease by water. This may be administered
internally or externally. It may be given of the same tempera-
ttire as that of the body, or of lower or higher temperature.
It is often indicated for quieting excited patients by placing
them in warm baths. (Psychiatric Diet., Hinsie and Shatzky)
MORTAL CATHARSIS - In the application of this therapy the physician, or
therapist, listens, without criticism, while the patient celates
emotionally troublesome mental content, z^counts traumatic
events that were painful to him, or perhaps discloses
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